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1.1 Safety-critical high assurance concurrent software verifi-
cation
The need for applications that require safety-critical concurrent software systems is st adily
increasing. For example, applications in aircraft systems, hospitals, chemical and pharma-
ceutical plants, and industrial military must be extremely reliable since any malfunction
can cause dramatic and serious consequences. To develop safety-critical high assurance con-
current software, one must be able to verify that certain important properties hold without
having to run the software in real situation.
Finite state verification (FSV) techniques (originally developed for hardware verifica-
tion) are emerging as a promising technology for assuring high-quality in modern software
systems. In FSV, one describes the behavior of a computational system using a finite state
transition system and the specification to be verified using some formalisms (e.g. temporal
logics [29] or finite state automata [22]). The specification describes the properties that
should hold true at particular states.
Verification in FSV is performed by exhaustively enumerating all reachable transition
system states while checking that the specification is satisfied at each state. Even though
this method of verification requires exponential time in the worse case, it has been used
effectively to validate many applications including network protocols [23, 31, 39], graphical











Figure 1.1: Integration of partial evaluation and FSV tools
1.2 Limitation of current FSV tools
To date, most finite state verification tools have not been targeted at mainstream program-
ming languages. l In addition, these tools have not dealt with some fundamental program
structures that are used widely in practice. Because of that, programs often must be trans-
formed by hand before they can be processed by existing tools. These transformations,
which typically involve unfolding selected procedure calls and migrating dynamically allo-
cated objects to compile-time allocated data, are tedious, time-consuming and error-prone.
1.3 Pre-processing using partial evaluation as an extension
of current FSV tools
Partial evaluation (PE) is a technology for automatic program specialization and customiza-
tion that can automatically unfold selected procedure calls and migrate dynamically alla-
cated objects to compile-time allocated data. It has been applied in many different areas
with great success, for example, circuit simulation, computer graphics, and neural network
applications.
Finite state verification tools accept finite state representations of programs created
by some source to finite state transition system mapping. By pre-processing source pra-
grams with a partial evaluator before applying the source to transition systems mapping
1An exception is the FLAVERS system[18] that processes a subset of Ada.
2
-(as illustrated in figure 1.1), we broaden the class of systems to which finite state verifica-
tion can be applied. The idea is that the partial evaluator can automatically perform the
transformations described above that have been previously performed by hand.
Because partial evaluation is a a source-to-source program transformation, we can imple-
ment the pre-processor independently from FSV tools. Thus, the pre-processor can extend
the applicability of existing tools without having to modify them.
Our strategy for developing the required PE pre-processor is as follows:
• to design and to formalize the fundamental techniques required to extend PE tech-
nology to FSV pre-processing,
• to assess the feasibility of this approach by implementing a Scheme prototype for a
flow-chart language, and
• to apply and test this system on several realistic examples.
1.4 Overview
The rest of this thesis is organized as follow.
Chapter 2 describes the basic principles of partial evaluation and highlights the partial
evaluation techniques that we need to apply in our work.
Chapter 3 gives a brief overview of finite state verification techniques and tools.
Chapter 4 explains problems in current FSV tools and our approach for solving these
problems.
Chapter 5 explains the interpreter that we developed. In this chapter we present the
formal definition of the FCL language that is processed by the interpreter, the semantics of
the interpreter type checking and the semantics of the interpreter evaluation.
Chapter 6 is the main chapter of this thesis. This chapter explains the semantics of the
binding-time type checking and the specializer.
Chapter 7 holds the conclusion of our thesis.
CHAPTER 2
PARTIAL EVALUATION
2.1 What is partial evaluation?
Consider a program p with two inputs in1 and in2. If we know in advance the value for
in1, a partial evaluator can transform program p by pre-computing the parts of p that
depend only on in1 to a new specialized program Pinl' The program Pinl is also called the
residual program. For the transformation to be correct, running Pinl with the remaining
input in2 will yield the same result that would be produced by running P on both inputs
in1 and in2. The computation is illustrated in figure 2.1, and can be summarize as:
result [p][in1, in2]
[([mix][p, in1])] [in2] 1
-
Here, [p][in] denotes running program P on input in (note that p can have more than
one input value).
Figure 2.2 shows example of partial evaluation of GNU library implementation of the
string matcher strstr function. 2 The string-matcher takes a string (haystack) and pattern
(needle) as input, and returns a pointer to the first occurrence of the pattern in the string
(NULL otherwise). Figure 2.3 shows the result obtained automatically by partial evaluating
strstr with respect to the input string "aab". Essentially, strstr has been customized by
evaluating statements involving needle (whose value is known), and by residualizing (i.e.
emitting code for) statements involving haystack (whose value is unknown).
1For historical reasons, partial evaluator is often named mix.














Figure 2.1: A partial evaluator
2.2 How does partial evaluation work?
Three major techniques used in partial evaluation are well known from program tral1s-
formation: symbolic computation, unfolding function calls and loops and program point
specialization [26].
Symbolic computation is a technique to pre-compute all expressions depending on known
data (i.e. using constant propagation). Unfolding is a technique to unfold procedure
calls and loops. For example, the specialized program strstr-l of figure 2.3 was ob-
tained by symbolically computing constructs involving needle (e.g. strchr (needle. '\0' ),
needle_end - needle, etc.), by unfolding the do ... while (--n >= needle) loop, and
by desugaring the for loop to the familiar if/goto equivalent.
The idea of program point specialization is that a single function or label in pro-
gram p may appear in the residual program Pinl in several specialized versions, each
corresponding to data determined at partial evaluation time [26]. For example, the if s-
tatement if (*h-- != *n) in the source program strstr of figure 2.2 appears in the
residual program strstr-l of figure 2.3 in three specialized versions (one for each char-
acter in the original needle string "aab"): if (*h-- != 'a'), if C*h-- != 'a'), and
5
/- Copyright (C) 1991. 1992 Free Software Foundation, Inc. -/
/. Return the ~irst occurrence o~ NEEDLE in HAYSTACK ./
char .strstr(char *haystack, char *needle)
{
register canst char -canst needle_end c strchr(needle, '\0');
register canst char *canst haystack._end • strchr(haystack, '\0');
register canst size_t needle_len. needle_end - needle;
register canst size_t needle_last =needle_len - 1;
register canst char -begin;
if (needle_len == 0) return (char *) haystack;
if «size_t) (haystack_end - haystack) < needle_len) return NULL;
for (begin" thaystack[needle_last]; begin < haystack_end; ++begin) {
register canst char -n tneedle[needle_last];
register conet char -h = begin;
do
if (-h-- != -n) gato loap;






Figure 2.2: String matching function strstr





haystack_end =strchr (haystack, '\0');
if (Cint) haystack._end - haystack < 3) return 0;
begin ,. thaystack[2] ;
eys_label:
if (begin < haystack_end) {
h = begin;
if (*h-- != 'b') {++begin; gota sys_label;
} else
if (*h-- != 'a') {++begin; gota eys_label;
} else
if (-h-- != 'a') {++begin; gota sys_label;
} else




Figure 2.3: strstr specialized to "aab"
6
•
if (*h-- != 'b').
Although this example is extremely simple, the concepts involved are quite general.
Clearly strstr is a general function which can be used to search for arbitrary string
with the needle parameter as a specification of configuration information (the string to
search for). When given a string to search via the unknown haystack parameter, strstr
interprets the known specification needle with three techniques described above, yielding a
series of computational steps which search haystack for a specific string. Partial evaluation
automatically customizes the general program to a more efficient instantiation strstr-1.
The generality of strstr means that it can handle or adapt to different search string
specifications. Partial evaluation automatically customizes the general program to a more
efficient instantiation strstr-1. The instantiation can be reconfigured by specializing the
general program strstr with respect to a different specification.
In this example, customization involved removing the interpretive overhead associated
with the repeated looping over needle Ly compiling (i. e. coding) the specification needle
into the control structure. Programs of a similar interpretive nature are: a ray tracer that
repeatedly interprets scene information, a circuit simulator that repeatedly interprets a cir-
cuit specification, a DNA-string matcher that repeatedly interprets the DNA sequence for
which to search. Many programs repeatedly interpret configuration information represent-
ing the current hardware or software environment, etc.
2.3 OfHine and online partial evaluation
There are two different strategies for building a partial evaluator: offiine and online strate-
gies.
2.3.1 Offline partial evaluation
With the offline strategy, partial evaluation is divided into three stages or phases: a pre-
phase, a specialization phase, and a post-phase. This strategy is called offline because
specialization is guided by information computed from previous phase, not by concrete
7
-values computed during specialization.
During the pre-phase, an omine partial evaluator performs parsing, binding-time analysis
(BTA) and possibly other analyses depending on the nature of the transformation involved.
The binding-time analysis accepts as input an abstract syntax tree (AST) repre enting
a source program and classification of the program parameters as either static (known) or
dynamic (unknown). Then, the analysis propagates this information throughout the AST
to compute conservatively the division of program constructs into two categories, either
eliminable constructs if they depending only on static data or residual constructs if they
depending on dynamic data.
The analysis is conservative in that sense that if there is not enough information def-
initely to classify program constructs as eliminable or residual, then it is always safe to
classify them as residual (worst-case approximation).
The output of binding-time analysis is an annotated program in a two-level represen-
tation [33] where every language construct appears in two versions, the non-underlined
constructs (representing eliminable constructs) and the underlined constructs (representing
residual constructs). For example, figure 2.4 is the annotated program for function strstr
of figure 2.2. In the figure, the non-underlined constructs are eliminable constructs and
depending only on known data needle. The underlined constructs are residual constructs
and may depending on unknown data haystack.
During the specialization phase, the transformation is guided by binding-time annota-
tions from the annotated program, where eliminable constructs (i. e. known expressions) can
be computed away at specialization time and residual constructs (i.e. unknown expression)
can't be computed at specialization time (appear in residual program).
The post-phase of offline partial evaluator performs final transformations such as: un-
folding, unparsing, or other transformations.
8
-char *strstr (char *hayatack, char -needle)
{
register conat char *const needle_end. atrchr(needle,'\O');
register conat char *const haystack_end· atrchr(haystack,'\O');
register const size_t needle'_len = needle_end - needle;
register const size_t needle_last =needle_len - 1;
register conat char -begin;
it (needle-len == 0) return (char -) haystack;
it «aize_t) (haystack_end - haystack) ~ needle_len) return NULL;
tor (begin =thaystack[needle_laatl; begin < haystack_end; ++begin) {
register const char *n = ~needle[needle_last] ;
register const char *h = begin;
do






Figure 2.4: Binding-time annotated function strstr
2.3.2 Online partial evaluation
The online partial evaluator has only one phase with possibly a post-phase at the end. It
decides on the fly which operations can be performed at specialization time. This strategy is
not guided by a binding-time separation from pre-phase as the offline strategy is, but must
decide from actual data whether to reduce or to residualize the expression. The post-phase
for online strategy also performs final transformations like for the offline strategy.
2.3.3 Assessments
Both of these strategies have advantages and disadvantages. An online partial evaluator is
more aggressive than an offline one, so it sometimes can exploit more static information than
an offline partial evaluator. Thus, it can yield programs that are more specialized. An offline
partial evaluator is faster than an online because binding-time checks do not need to be
performed on the fly. Beside that, the offline strategy is also better for handling imperative
programs, because imperative programs with pointers and side-effects require sophisticated
analyses (e.g. alias analysis, side-effect analysis, etc.) before the actual specialization can
take place. It is easier to perform these analyses as part of pre-phase in conjunction with
9
-binding-time analysis.
2.4 Previous works on partial evaluation
In this section we will review some of previous works on partial evaluation. We limit our
discussion to publicly available systems that have been used in one or more significant
applications.
2.4.1 Similix
Developed at DIKU by Anders Bondorf and Olivier Danvy [7,5, 6, 26], Similix is probably
the most widely used partial evaluator right now. It is an offline, self-applicable partial
evaluator that handles higher order function and was written in a subset of Scheme (a
dialect of Lisp).
2.4.2 Schism
Schism [12, 13] was developed by C. Consel and is similar to Similix. It is an offline partial
evaluator for a subset of Scheme with an additional front-end for Standard ML. Compared
to Similix, it has a more sophisticated binding-time analysis, and a language of filter which
essentially is a macro language for customizing the specialization process.
2.4.3 Fuse
In contrast to Similix and Schism, Fuse [38, 34, 37] is an online partial evaluator for a
subset of Scheme. It has a back-end that can generate either Scheme or C code. Fuse was
developed at Stanford University.
2.4.4 C-mix
As mentioned earlier, C-mix is a partial evaluator for ANSI C developed as part of An-
dersen's Ph.D. dissertation [1]. C-mix and Tempo (discussed below) are the two most so-
phisticated partial evaluators developed to date because they incorporates complex features
of the imperative language C, such as, structures, multidimensional arrays, and pointers,
10
-and it performs sophisticated analysis to handle those features. C-mix has been applied
successfully to specialize a computer graphics ray-tracer.
2.4.5 Tempo
Tempo was developed at the University of Rennes/IRISA [15, 14]. It includes a polyvariant
binding-time analysis that is more sophisticated than the one used in C-mix, and this
improvement often yields better specialization results. Furthermore, Tempo also provides
facilities for "run-time specialization" where specialized executable code is emitted at run-
time (in contrast to specialized source code being emitted before compile-time as in standard
partial evaluation). Tempo has been applied to several different kinds of system code
including remote procedure call code and operating system kernels.
2.4.6 Fortran specializer F-Spec
F-Spec is an offline partial evaluator for FORTRAN programs developed by Robert Gluck
and his students at the University of Copenhagen and the University of Vienna [3]. F-
Spec has been used to specialize a variety of numerical programs including linear equation
solving by Gaussian elimination, polynomial approximation using the telescope algorithm,
and numerical integration using the trapezoid rule, and a Fa.st Fourier Transformation [4].
2.4.7 Assessments
Most of existing partial evaluators that mentioned in previous subsection are focused on
Scheme or C 3. Among them, C-mix and Tempo are the most relevant systems for our work
because they process imperative programs. For our work, we must scale up techniques used
in C-mix and Tempo to handles Ada features. We have decided to concentrate on techniques
in C-mix since the source code is publicly available, the techniques are rigorously justified,
and it is well documented.





3.1.1 Program verification approaches
Program verification tools can be separated into two categories: model-based and proof-
based.
With the model-based approach, the source program is represented by a finite model 1
and properties to be verified are represented by formulas in a certain logic. The verification
process attempts to establish that the specification formula holds true in the program model.
With the proof-based approach, the source program is modeled with a set of formulas
in certain logic and the specification is represented with another formula. One then tries to
build a proof show that the set of program formulas entails the specification formula.
The main advantage of the model-based approach is that verification is done auto-
matically. However the restriction to finite models also impedes the applicability of this
approach, because generally software has an infinite state space and one must create a
mapping between infinite state space and the finite model.
On the other hand, verification in the proof-based approach is applicable to a broader
class of problems compared to the model-based approach because one does not need to map
source program into a finite abstraction, but this approach is not automatic. It typically
requires guidance and expertise from the user in building the necessary proofs.
3.1.2 Finite state verification
Finite state verification is a model-based approach for verifying software and hardware. In
FSV, the specification describes a single property of the system, not its full behavior. This
IThe finite model is an abstraction of an actual physical system that omits irrelevant features.
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-type of verification reduces the complexity of the verification process. This verification
method is called model checking and the tool is called model checker. This method is often
used for verifying concurrent and reactive systems.
There are three steps to be performed in model checking [25]:
1. model the system as a transition relation system using the description language of
model checker,
2. code the property to verify using the specification language of model checker,
3. run the model checker using some verification algorithms.
3.2 The SMV model checking system
To give the flavor of a FSV tool, we briefly summarize the Symbolic Model Verifier (SMV)
tool [30J. SMV is a tool for checking finite state systems with the specifications in the
temporal logic CTL (Computational Tree Logic).
3.2.1 SMV transition system
The input language of SMV describes both the model and the specification. The model is
described as a labeled state-transition relation 2, whose state is defined by a collection of
state variables of boolean type or scalar type (i. e. enumeration, integer range, and fixed
array type).
The transition relation of SMV system is coded using a collection of SMV MODULEs.
Modules define the scope of state variables and state transitions, where state variables
are defined after keyword VAR and state transition are defined as a collection of parallel
assignment statement after keyword ASSIGN. To initialize state variables, SMV uses init (v)
command, where v is variable name. The value for state variables in the next step is defined
by assigning a value to next (v), where v is variable name.














AG(request -) AF state = bUsy)
Figure 3.1: SMV input program example main
Figure 3.1 shows an example of SMV input program. In this example, there are two
state variables: request of boolean type and state of scalar type, which are ready or
busy. The initial value of variable state is set to ready, while on the other hand variable
request is not assigned, which leaves the SMV free choices for this variable. The next value
of state is determined by the current state of the system by assigning it the value of the case
expression. Thus, if request is true, then the result of the expression is busy, otherwise, it
is a set of ready, busy, which corresponds to a non-deterministic choice between ready and
busy. Being able to define non-deterministic models is useful for describing systems which
are not fully implemented yet.
The model corresponding to this SMV program is shown in figure 3.2. In the figure we
can see that the model has four states. Each state represent a possible value of two binary
variables.
3.2.2 Computational Tree Logic (CTL)
The specification for the SMV system appears as a formula in CTL after the keyword SPEC.
Computational Tree Logic [10, 11, 21] is a logic that based on temporal logic.
The main feature of temporal logic is the dynamic formula. A dynamic formula is
a formula that is not statically true or false as in propositional or predicate logic, but the




Figure 3.2: The SMV model corresponding to main in figure 3.1
logic, a formula can describe sequences of states in time.
Temporal logics can be classified according to their time view: linear time logic where
time is viewed as chain of time instances, branching time logic where times can be branched
in the future from a given point of time, and combination of both of linear time and
branching time. Time also can be viewed as discrete and continuous.
Computational Tree Logic is a logic where time is branching (still, CTL uses both linear
and branching time operators) and discrete. CTL has been proven powerful for v rifying
hardware and communication protocols[25], and now it is become a promising verification
technique for software systems.
III CTL, there are two type of path quantifier: A and E, which mean for all computational
paths and for at least one computational path respectively. Under the path quantifiers, we
can use linear time operators: F, G, V, and X, which mean at some future state, at all
future states (globally), at next state, and until respectively.
In figure 3.1, we can see an example of CTL formula after keyword SPEC. In this example,
the specification AG(request -) AF state = busy) means that at all future states in all
computational paths, if request is true then at some future state in all computational




After we define the model in transition relation system using the description language
and specify properties using the specification language CTL, SMV compares the given
specifications to sequences of transition system states in order to determine whether the
specification holds true at particular states. Conceptually, verification is performed by
enumerating all reachable transition system states while checking that the specification is
satisfied at each state.
The SMV verification process output is a notification that specifications are either true
or false with respect to the transition system. If the output is false, SMV will also produces
a counter-example, which is a trace of the system behavior that causes the failure. This




We wish to consider using FSV techniques to verify properties of concurrent software. As the
reader may have noticed from the previous chapter, a model checker input language is not in
a full-fledged programming language. The source code usually is written in general purpose
programming languages, e.g. Ada, but each model checker can only accept a description
language tailored for the particular FSV tool. This language is a special purpose language
for constructing finite state models (e.g. the SMV guarded-transition language for the SMV
model checker).
Applying a model checker like SMV for verifying software written in Ada would re-
quire users to compile the source code into the SMV guarded-transition language. This
compilation in essence forms an abstraction of the source code semantics.
The construction of such compiler is an open research problem. Currently, researchers
are manually compiling from languages such as Ada to SMV. We are convinced that par-
tial evaluation technology can be the key component in the construction of a compiler to
translate Ada to model checker description languages automatically.
4.1 State of the art
Currently, researchers at Kansas State University and University of Massachusetts [19] have
developed tools for translating a very restricted subset of Ada (called Finite-state Ada) to
a transition system that is suitable for model checking. This Finite-state Ada has the
following restrictions:
1. All variables must have finite domains and they must be one of the following types:
o boolean, enumerated, or subrange types,
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o records or arrays where their components must also have finite domains.
2. There is no dynamic creation of data objects or tasks (dynamism).
To use these tools, researchers currently have to hand-translate programs written in full
Ada to Finite-state Ada.
Creating programs that satisfy the first restriction requires that one create appropriate
abstractions of variable values. This can be done systematically using abstract interpretation
technology [16]. We do not address this problem and it is currently being addressed by
Shawn Laubach in his Master thesis [28].
In this thesis, we focus on techniques that can automatically create programs that
satisfy the second restriction. The problem with dynamism is that one cannot construct
a finite-state model for a system that is capable of dynamically creating arbitrarily many
components. Not all programs can be transformed into a form where dynamic data and task
creation have been removed. However, there is a special class of systems called configurable
systems where such dynamism can often be removed.
A configurable system can be viewed as proceeding in two phases: a configuration phase
and a computation phase [27]. During the configuration phase, user-supplied configuration
parameters are received, tasks/threads are created and initialized, and the interconnec-
tion topology between tasks/threads is established. During the computation phase of a
configurable system, the configuration is remains fixed.
The key to implementing a configurable system software is the use of dynamic task cre-
ation and indirect referencing to achieve flexibility in tasks interaction (e.g. communication,
synchronization). Model checkers cannot deal directly with the dynamic object creation that
occurs during the configuration phase The idea is to remove the dynamism using special-
ization: the original program is specialized with respect to the configuration parameters to
obtain a source-level representation of a particular system configuration. This specialized
version can be converted into a finite-state model on which properties of the computation
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phase can be checked.
Note that this approach does not give a validation of the complete system. A com-
plete validation of correctness properties of the system would require reasoning about the
correctness of the configuration change process. However, the approach does allow many
interesting properties to be verified.
In summary, our thesis is that partial evaluation technology [26J can eliminate dynamism
and resolve indirect references by specializing a configurable system to a specific fixed-size
system with statically known task interaction structures.
To use a partial evaluator for specializing a configurable system, parameters which
control the configuration must be provided to the system. The partial evaluator interprets
the configuration phase of the system using these parameters and produces a program
with execution behavior equivalent to the execution of the original program for a specific
configuration.
Because partial evaluation performs a source-to-source transformation, it can be used
as a pre-processing step before applying existing FSV tools. Thus, partial evaluation can
extend the applicability of FSV tools without having to modify the tools themselves.
4.1.1 Configurable systems
Concurrent and distributed systems are configurable along different non-functional dimen-
sions [2J. For example, the number of tasks (independent threads of execution) in the
system may be a parameter. This kind of flexibility allows the performance of the system
(e. g. throughput or availability) to be tailored to a problem's needs. For example, one might
select the number of tasks to match available resources (e.g. processors) or to match the
available parallelism in the input data to be processed. Key elements in the configuration
of a concurrent system include:
• the number of tasks,
• the number of communication channels per task, and
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• the inter-connection of communication channels.
System configuration can occur at different times (i.e. compile time or run-time). Con-
figuring; a system at compile time allows for optimizing the performance of the specified sys-
tem configuration, but eliminates the possibility of run-time changes in configuration. Some
systems may perform significant computation on input data to determine an appropriate
configuration (e.g. use of cellular-automata models to determine sub-problem dependence
in particle simulations [32]). Configuration at run-time requires that tasks, communication
channels, and channel inter-connection information can be allocated or computed as the
system executes. This is usually achieved by using dynamically allocated data and tasks
and associated indirect referencing of those entities.
4.1.2 Replicated Workers Framework (RWF)
In this subsection, we will explain an example of a configurable system, the replicated work-
ers framework (RWF), and transformations needed to specialize this configurable system so
it can be accepted by FSV tools.
The replicated workers framework [2] expresses a notion of a group of similar concurrent
computational elements, called workers. Each element of workers repeatedly accesses data
from a shared work pool (repository), processes the data, produces new data elements, and
returns these new data elements back to the pool. Figure 4.1 illustrates the interaction
structure between the pool and workers in the replicated workers framework.
In the RWF, users are able to configure the framework behavior through number of
parameters:
• the number of workers,
• the number of work items retrieved from the pool by a worker,
• the type of work and result data,
• whether computations execute as a synchronous or asynchronous invocation, and
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worker 1 worker 2 worker 3 • • •
---
Figure 4.1: The structure of Replicated Workers Framework
• the computation to be performed by a worker on a data or result item.
Workers, the pool. and workers synchronization are implemented as dynamically created
instances of several task types. The framework uses dynamic task creation so that it is
possible for a single application to use multiple instances of the framework.
We can see the definition of structure types and task types of the RWF in figure 4.2 and
also code fragment of the pool task body in figure 4.3. The pool task (ActivePool) needs
to call an entry of each of the worker tasks, and each worker task (ActiveWorker) also need
to call entries of the pool task. The cyclical entry calls between the pool and worker tasks
means that task references for workers will not be known at pool allocation time and have
to be allocated dynamically. The flexibility of this structure allows incremental extension
of the framework during execution.
Ifone is given the number of workers in the system, then the number of task components
and the references required for components communication can be determined statically.
Thus, specializing the RWF to a particular number of workers removes the problem of
dynamic allocation in the RWF and allows a finite-state model to be constructed.
An important property is that, for a given configuration, once the dynamic data and
threads of control are created, the structure of inter-component references remains fixed and
the heap objects themselves are preserved throughout the lifetime of a that configuration.
In figure 4.4 we can see the heap structure of the RWF for three workers. The goal is to
encode the heap structure that is present at that time into a static form by changing heap
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type Worker is access Workerlnfo;
type WorkerVector is array(Natural range <» of Worker;







type Collection is access Collectionlnfo;





type ActiveWorkerRef is access ActiveWorker;
task type ActivePool(c : Collection) is
entry StartUp;
entry ShutDown;
entry Get(numltems : in Natural;
nevWork : in out WorkList; done: out Boolean);
entry Put(nevWork : in out WorkList);
entry GetResult(resultltem : out ResultType);





type ActivePoolRef is access ActivePool;
Figure 4.2: The RWF structure and task types
objects to explicitly named and statically allocated objects which also will enable dynamic
inter-object references to be converted to static references in terms of the new object names.
In figure 4.5 we can see the original code of function Create (left side of the figure)
and the specialized version of the function with numWorkers = 3 (right side of the figure).
Based on the knowledge of the parameter numWorker, the partial evaluator can symboli-
cally execute dynamic object allocations, generate new static objects to replace them, and
propagate this information throughout the program. For example, ActivePool dynamic
allocation at line 8 of the original code will he replaced with new unique static declaration
of GEN1ActivePool and indirect reference to this object at line 17 of the original code can
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-- original code fragment
task body ActivePool is





























it idleWorkers - C.m&X and workCount=O then
executeDone := TRUE;
end if;





-- specialized code fragment
task body GEN1ActivePooi is






























if idleWorkers 3 and workCount-O then
executeDone := TRUE;
end if;





Figure 4.3: Original and specialized RWF implementation of task type ActivePool
be resolved at specialization time yielding the corresponding entity static name (line 10 of
the specialized code).
Partial evaluation also can unfold (unroll) both for-loops because they are now bound
to known value of numWorkers. In the specialized code we can see that the loop is com-
pletely computed away and dynamic allocations of ActiveWorker at line 10 from the 0-










Figure 4.4: Heap structure of RWF for three workers
The code at the right side of figure 4.3 shows the specialized code of ActivePool task
body related to numWorkers = 3 where all dynamic allocated object references have been
resolved with their corresponding static names.
4.2 Goal
The goal of this thesis is to illustrate that transformation that we mentioned previously
can be made automatically. To this end, we build a prototype for a simple imperative
language that is able to perform essential aspects of the configurable system specialization.
The essential aspects of specializing the configurable system above are:
• moving dynamically allocated tasks into compile-time objects,
• chaining through known pointers,
• indexing into known records, and
• indexing into known arrays.
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-- original code fragment




5: nevCol:= nev CollectionInfo(numWorkers);
6: Create(nevCol.reeultll);
7: nevCol.done:= TRUE;
8: nevCol.pool:= nev ActivePool(nevCol);
9: for i in 1 .. numWorkers loop
10: nevCol.Workers(i) := nev WorkerInfo;
11: nevCol.Workere(i).c := nevCol;
12: nevCol.Workers(i) .av :=
13: nev ActiveWorker(nevCol.Workerll(i»;
14: nevCol.Workere(i) .ap := nevCol.pool;
15: nevCol.Workere(i) .numIn := numIn;
16: end loop;
17: nevCol.pool.StartUp;





-- specialized code tragment












Figure 4.5: Original and specialized RWF implementation of function Create
Not all programs can be specialized this way, but many configurable systems can. The
idea is that one takes some appropriate configuration information (for example, number of
workers for the RWF) then creates a specialized instance of the system where all dynamism
that gets in the way of verifying the desired properties has been removed.
For some configurable system, dynamism can't be removed using this approach. If a
system is allocating, deallocating, and reorganizing its dynamic data structure as it is being
executed, then the specialization is not going to be effective. With this approach, to be





To verify that our ideas for applying PE to FSV are feasible, we have implemented several
Scheme prototypes of the system. Specifically, we have constructed an interpreter for a
flow-chart language (FCL) [26] with natural number, access, array and record data type.
We also have constructed an offline specializer for a variant of the flow-chart language which
is going to be discussed in chapter 6.
The FCL is a small and a simple language. The simplicity of the language makes it
appropriate for studying and assessing the feasibility of our approach to the problem. We
believe that these language features suffici~ntly illustrate most of the interesting properties
of data manipulation that we will have to address in our problems.
In this chapter, we explain the syntax of the FCL, the type checking and the evaluation
of the interpreter.
5.1 Syntax of the FCL
Figure 5.1 presents an example of an FCL program that computes the power function. The
program input parameters are mand n and the result of computing the nth power of m (mD )
is held in result.
An FCL program is essentially a list of one or more basic-blocks with a list of declara-
tions and a list of input parameters. In turn, the declarations list contains a list of type
declarations 1 and a list of variable declarations.
Each basic-block is started with a label followed by a possibly empty list of assignment
statements and it is concluded with a jump that transfers control from that block to another
block (i. e. goto or if) or that terminates the program via return.







«start «result := 1})
(goto tnt»
(test ()
(if « n 1) done loop»
(loop «result := (* result m»




Figure 5.1: FCL program for power function
The basic aspect of computation in FCL programs is transformation of computer memo-
ry (computed by assignment statements in each basic-block) and control transfers (computed
by a jump at the end of each basic-block).
5.1.1 Formal definition of FCL syntax
Figure 5.2 presents the formal definition of the FCL syntax.
At the top of the figure, we can see the syntactic categories of the FCL (e.g. program,
basic-block, asssignment, etc.). The syntactic categories are written using the sans serif
font (e.g. Program, Block, Assignment, etc.).
We assume that an FCL program p is well-formed in the sense that every label used in
a jump in p appears as a label of a block.
Definition 5.1 An FeL program p is well-formed if:
• (goto l) E Jump implies that [ E p'8 Block-label, and
• (if ell l2) E Jump implies that [1, l2 E p'S Block-label.
5.2 Type checking
A program that can be executed by the interpreter has to follow both syntactic and se-
mantic conventions of the FCL. To ensure that certain kinds of programming errors can be
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Syntax domains
p E Program a E Assignment
f E Type-definition Ie E Left-expression
d E Variable-dedaration e E Expression
x E Variable op E Operation
t E Type n E IN
b E Block j E Jump
I E Block-label
Grammar
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Figure 5.2: FCL syntax
detected, the interpreter performs type checking to check for type errors before the program
is executed.
Performing type checking before run-time is called static type checking to distinguish it
from dynamic type checking that performs type checking during program execution or at
run-time [36].
5.2.1 Type
As figure 5.2 shows, types that are allowed in the FCL are:
• basic type nat is a natural number (IN), whose values are zero and positive whole
numbers,
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• types constructed using following constructors:
o access to construct a pointer type which is a type that contains a memory
address (location) or a constant nil. A variable that belong to this type is
initialized automatically with nil value,
o array to construct an array type which is a collection of variables of the same
type that can be indexed and passed around as an entity,
o record to construct a record type which is a type that consists of one or more
logically related variables, and like array type, it is also can be passed around
as an entity. To define a new record variable, we have to declare its type in the
type definitions list. Only after that we can declare the record variable.
5.2.2 Type compatibility
What does it mean for two types to be equivalent? There are two methods to define types
compatibility, name equivalence and structural equivalence [36).
In the name equivalence, two types are compatible if they have the same user-defined
type name, while in the structural equivalence, two types are compatible if they have the
same basic structure.
We use both of these methods in our prototypes. Specifically, name equivalence is used
to define type compatibility for record type and structural equivalence is used to define type
compatibility for nat, access and array types. This is similar to what is done in Ada and C.
5.2.3 Type checking domains and values
The type checking rules domains and values are presented in figure 5.3
• A semantic value g E Type-tag = Nat + Access + Array + Record is one of the
following:











= Nat + Access + Array + Record
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Type-tag






Fi?;ure 5.3: Type checking domains and values
o An Access = Type-tag is a type-tag for access type. If the access type-tag is
access(g)' then 9 is the type-tag of the access component.
o An Array = Type-tag x IN x IN is a type-tag for array type. If the array
type-tag is array(g, nI, n2), then 9 is the type-tag of the array members, nI is the
array lower bound and n2 is the array upper bound.
o A Record = Variable is a type-tag for record type. If the record type-tag is
record(x), then x is the record type name.
o operator + performs disjoint union (sum) operation which is a form of union
(U) operation that preserves each members domain of origin [35], using tags or
labels.
• A type name list 1} E Type-header ~ p(Variable) 2 is a list of all record type name
that are declared in the program type definitions list and these names are gathered
at the type checking pre-phase. This list is used to check for the existence of a record
type, so we are able to declare circular (recursive) type definitions.
• A type environment f E Type-environment is a partial function from Variable to
P E Recard-type-enviranment, while Record-type-environment itself will map Variable
to their Type-tag. Intuitively, the type environment f far a program p will include all
record types that are declared in p's type definitions list.
2 p (T) is the symbol for powerset of T
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Figure 5.4: Type checking rules for type definitions
• An environment t E Variable-environment is a partial function mapping all variables
E Variable that are declared in the list of variable declarations to their Type-tag.
5.2.4 Type checking of type definitions
The type checking of type definitions is defined as a transition relation from
Type-environment, Type-header, and Type-definition to Type-environment, as follows:
- Ltc f -IT,1] ,-de! : T
and this relation is defined in figure 5.4.
The first rule evaluates a single type definition. The intuition behind the rule is as
follows. First, we type check all variable declarations in the record using the type checking
rules for variable declarations in figure 5.5. These evaluations begin with an empty table
E Record-type-environment. Then, we check for the non-existence of the record name ill the
table 1] domain. Finally, we update the type environment f for this record with the final
modification of the record type environment p'.
The second rule explains the meaning of type checking an empty type definition.
The third rule says that type checking a sequence of type definitions is actually type
checking the first type definition and type checking the rest.
5.2.5 Type checking of variable declarations
The type checking of variable declarations is defined as a transition relation
from Type-environment, Variable-environment, Type-header, and Variable-declaration to
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T, '1 t-~~P. t; 9 x ¢ Domain(l)
f Il, 17 t-~~cl (x : t) : l[X t-+ g)
Figure 5.5: Type checking rules for variable declarations
Variable-environment, as follows:
- - I- tc d ='r, E, T/ decl : E
and figure 5.5 defines this relation.
The first rule evaluates a single variable declaration by first type checking the type t to
get its type-tag g. Then, the environment t for the variable is updated this type-tag g.
The second and the third rules define the type checking rules for an empty variable decla-
ration and a sequence of variable declarations. These rules are similar to the corresponding
type checking rules for type definitions in the previous subsection.
5.2.6 Type checking of types
Definition 5.2 Let t be a type, f be a type environment, and T/ be a type list defined Jor
all type names in the type definitions list. Then, the type t is type correct iJ there exists a
type-tag g E Type-tag such that:
- I- tc tr, T/ type : 9
where the relation H~pe is defined in figure 5.6.
The type checking rule for nat type is straightforward.
The type checking rules for access and array types are quite similar. First, we have to
t.ype check the type t yielding the type-tag g. Then, we return the appropriate type-tag for
each rule with the type-tag g as its component.
For record types, we have to check for the existence of the record name x in the type
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Nat type
f, 1'/ t-:~J!>' nat: nat
Access type




T, 1'/ t-~~P' (record x) : record(x)
Figure 5.6: Type checking rules for t.ypes
name list 'f/. The rule returns a record type-tag with the name x as its component.
5.2.7 Type checking of expressions
Definition 5.3 Let e be a left-expression or a (right) expression, f be a type environment
defined for all type names in the type definitions list, E be an environment defined for all
variable names in the variable declarations list, and 1] be a type list defined for all type
names in the type definition list. Then, the expression e is type correct if ther'e exists a
type-tag 9 E Type-tag such that:
- - Ltcr, c, 'f/ ,-exp e : 9
where the relation f-~~p is defined in figure 5.7.
The first rule for expressions is the type checking rule for a natural number n. The rule
returns a nat type-tag E Nat.
A variable reference type checking returns a type-tag associated with the variable in the
environment E.
The type checking rule for binary operation expressions is evaluated as follows. First,
we type check expressions el and e2 yielding their type-tags gl and 92 respectively. Then,
we map both expression type-tags using operation types equivalence rules in figure 5.8 to
get the result type-tag 9.
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Constant
'f I~' " I-~~p n : nilt
Variable reference
Binary operation
'f,t,T/ f-~;p el ; gl 'f,t,T/ I-~;p e2 : g2 op I-;~-.quiv (g\,g2) -t 9
'f,t,T/f-~ip (opel e2); 9
Access dereference
'fIl, T/ I-~'i:p e : ilccess(g)
'f,t, T/ f-~;'p (dent e) : 9
New
Nil
'f,t,T/ f-~;" (nil t) : ilccess(g)
Array indexing
'f, t, T/ I-~'i:p e\ : ilrrily(g, nl, "2) 'f,l, T/ f-~'i:p e2 ; nat
'f,t, T/ f-~'i:" ([] el e2) : g
ReaJrd indexing
'f,t, T/ f-~~p e ; record(x')
Figure 5.7: Type checking rules for expressions
The type checking rule for access dereference expressions says that type checking the
expression e should return an access type-tag with the type-tag 9 as its component. The
result of the overall expression is the type-tag g.
Type checking rules for new and nil expressions return an access type-tag with g, the
result of the type t type checking, as the component.
To type check an array indexing expression, we type check the first expression el yielding
an array type-tag and the second expression e2 yielding a nat type-tag. The result of type
checking the whole expression is g, a type-tag extracted from the access type-tag.
The final rule for expressions type checkin~ is the rule for record indexing expressions.
The rule evaluated as follow. First, we type check the expression e yielding a record type-
tag. Then, we lookup the type environment f for the record x' which return a local record
type environment. Finally, we use the local table to extract the type-tag of the record
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op E {+, -, .. , I, >, gte, <, Ite}
op f-~~_.quiV (nat. nat) -+ nat
op E {=. neq}
Nat type
ifop E {+. -, .. , I. >, gte, <. Ite}
Access type
op f-~~-.quiv (nat, nat) -+ nat if op E {=, neq}
Array type
op f-~~-eq"iv (access(g), acces.s(g» -+ nat ifop E {=. neq}
Reccrd type
if op E {=. neq}
op f-~~-.quiv (record(x). record (x») -+ nat if op E {=, neq}
member x.
Figure 5.8: Type checking rules for operation types equivalence
5.2.8 Type checking of operation types equivalence
Definition 5.4 Let op be an operator, 91 and 92 be type-tags. Then, the operation op
between 91 and 92 is type correct if there exists a 9 E Type-tag such that.'
op 1-~-eqUiV (91,91) ----t 9
where the relation I-~-equiv is defined in fi9ure 5.8.
The first rule is an operation types equivalence rule for an operation op E
{+, -, *, ;, >, gte, <, Ite}. The operation is type correct if 91 and 92 are nat type-
tags and it returns a nat type-tag.
The rest of the rules are the type checking rules for operation op E {=, neq}.
The second rule is textually equal with the previous rule.
The third rule is defined if type-tags 91 and 92 are access type-tags. Implicitly, the rule
says that the operation is type correct if both type-tags components are equivalent.










Figure 5.9: Type checking rules for assignments
both 91 and 92 are array type-tags and components 9, n1 and n2 from both type-tags are
equivalent.
The last rule says that the operation is type correct if both type-tags are record type-tags
and they have a same name.
5.2.9 Type checking of assignments
Definition 5.5 Let a == (C1 := e2) be an assignment in a. block, f be a type environment
defined for all type names in the type definitions list, e be an environment defined for all
variable names in the variable declarations list, and 'T] be a type list defined for all type
names in the type definitions list. Then, the assignment a is type C01Tect iff:
- - f-tc
T, C:, 'T] assign a
where the relation f--~~sign is defined in figure 5.9.
The first rule is defined for a single assignment. The rule is evaluated as follow. First,
we type check both expressions ez and er yielding type-tags 92 and 91 respectively. Then,
we apply these type-tags into type checking rules for assignment types equivalence from
figure 5.10.
The second and the third rules show the type checking rules for an empty assignment









Figure 5.10: Type checking rules for assignment types equivalence
5.2.10 Type checking of assignment types equivalence
Definition 5.6 Let 91 and g2 be type-tags. Then, the assignment between 91 and g2 is type
correct iff:
f-~~8ign-equiv (91,91)
where the relation f-~~Sign-equiv is defined in figure 5.10.
The rules in figure 5.10 have a similar justification as the operation types equivalence
rules in figure 5.8. The difference between them is these rules do not return anything as
the result of the evaluation like in the operation types equivalence rules.
5.2.11 Type checking of jumps
Definition 5.7 Let j be a jump in a block, f be a type environment defined for all type
names in the type definitions list, t be an environment defined for all variable names in
the variable declarations list, and 'f/ be a type list defined for all type names in the type
definitions list. Then, the jump j is type correct iff:
f, t, 'f/ I-~~mp j
where the relation I-~~mp is defined in figure 5.11.





T, €, '11-}~mp (return e)
Figure 5.11: Type checking rules for jumps
The second rule is the type checking rrue for if jumps. The rule says that an if jump is
type correct if the expression e is type correct where the expression e is type correct and
returns a nat type-tag.
The type checking rule for return jumps is similar to the previous type checking rule for
if jumps.
5.2.12 Type checking of blocks
Definition 5.8 Let b == (l (n·) j) be a block in a program, f is a type environment defined
for all type names in the type definitions list, E be an environment defined for all variable
names in the variable declarations list, and", be a type list defined for all type names in the
type definitions list. Then, the block b is type correct iff:
where the relation f-block is defined in figure 5.12.
The first rule is defined for a single block. The rule is evaluated as follow. First, we
type check the assignments list Ca·) using the type checking rules for assignments. Then,
we type check the jump j using type checking rules for jumps. The block is type correct if
both evaluations are type correct.
The second and the third rules define type checking rules for an empty block and a
sequence of blocks.
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T t ~tc ( ") - F ~tc .
, ,11 o".. ign. a 'r,C,'" jump J
T,t,71 ~gfock (l (a") j)
Figure 5.12: Type checking rules for blocks
5.2.13 Type checking of programs
Definition 5.9 Let p == (( (1*) (d*» (x*) (b+» be a program and 7J be a type List defined
for all type names in the type definition list. Then, the program p is type correct iff:
f-tc7J prag P
where the relation f-~~o9 is defined in figure 5.13.
The rule says that to type check a program, we have to type check the program's
type definitions, variable declarations, and blocks. The program is type correct if all three
evaluations are type correct.
5.3 Evaluation of the FCL interpreter
In this section, we will formalize the evaluation rules for the interpreter. The rules are
defined in term of execution traces using operational semantics.
5.3.1 Execution traces
An execution trace shows the steps a program makes between computational states. In the
FeL, a computational state consists of a label indicating the current basic-block and the
r.urrent value of the store. For example, the following is an execution trace of the power
program in figure 5.1 computing 42 :
(start, [ro H 4,n H 2,result H 0])
-+ (test, [ro H 4,n H 2, result H 1])
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where f = empty Type-environment
{ = empty Variable-environment
Figure 5.13: Type checking rule for programs
-t (loop, [m I-t 4, n I-t 2, result I-t 1])
-t (test t [m I-t 4, n I-t 1, result I-t 4])
-t (loop, [m I-t 4, n I-t 1, result I-t 4])
-t (test, [m I-t 4,n I-t 0, result I-t 16])
-t (done, [m I-t 4, n I-t 0, result I-t 16])
-t (halt{16),tml-t 4,n I-t O,result I-t 16])
Here we introduce a special label halt{n) not found in the original program. This special
label labels the final program state where n is the program return value.
5.3.2 Evaluation domains and values
Domains and values of the evaluation rules are presented in figure 5.14.
• A semantic value v E Value = Nat + Loc + Record + Array is one of the following:
o An n E Nat = :IN is a natural number.
o An h E Loc = IN U {nil} is a memory location where nil is a special location
means undefined locations.
o An a E Array-map = .IN -t Lac is a partial function mapping an array m-
dex E .IN to its memory location E Lac. The array value in Array
Array-map x IN x IN consist of an array map, and the upper and lower bound
of the array index set.
o ApE Record = Variable -t Loc is a record value which is a mapping from an
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Figure 5.14: Evaluation rules domains and values
• A semantic value l E Label = Block-label U halt(IN).
• A type environment f E Type-environment is a partial function from Variable to
Record-type-environment, while Record-type-environment itself will map a variable to
its type. The type environment we use for evaluation is actually the same type envi-
ronment we use for type checking.
• An environment c E Variable-environment is a partial function mapping all variable
E Variable that are declared in the list of variable declarations to their locations
E Lac in the store 0'.
• A store 0' E Store is a partial function from locations E Lac in the environm nt c to
their values E Value. A store 0' will hold both statically and dynamically allocated
objects. For a program p, a store 0' will be defined for all static variables declared in
p's variable declarations list and dynamic objects created during program p execution.
5.3.3 Evaluation of variable declarations
The evaluation of variable declarations IS defined as a transition relation from
Type-environment, Variable-environment, Store, Loc, and Variable-declaration to
Variable-environment, Store, and Lac, as follows:
- h I-eval d (' I h')T, c, 0', decls => E:, 0' ,
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where h' = succ(h)T,u,h'l-i~i: t => (v,u',n")
T, 0 ,u, h r~~~l (x : t) => (o[x H hI, u' [h H vI, h")
T,E,cr,hrd;~J d=>(o',cr',h'} T,o',cr',h' rd;~t. (dO) => (E",cr",h")
T,E,cr,h f-~~~t. (ddO) => (ol/,u",h")
Figure 5.15: Evaluation rules for variable declarations
where hi = stJcc(h)T, cr, h' ri::'ii t => (v, u' , h")
'f, Q, U, h r~~~~V-init (n, t) => (a[n H hI, u'[h H v), h")
Figure 5.16: Evaluation rules for array members initialization
and this relation is defined in figure 5.15.
The first rule is the evaluation rule for a single variable declaration. The rule is justified
as follow. First, the environment E corresponding to the current location h is modified
to map the variable name introduced by the variable declaration. Then, the current next
available location h is updated with a new next available location h' (by invoking function
suee). Finally, the store (J is modified to map the current next available location h with the
type t initial value v.
The second and the third rules define how to evaluate an empty variable declaration
and a sequence of variable declarations.
5.3.4 Evaluation of array members initialization
The evaluation of array members initialization is defined as a transition relation from
Type-environment, Array-map, Store, Loc, lN, and t to Array-map, Store, and Loc, as fol-
lows:
f, a, (J, h I-~~~~Y-init (n, t) =? (a', (J', h')
and this relation is defined in figure 5.16.
The evaluation rule for array members initialization is a rule used to initialized each
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Nat type
T, u, h f-~~rl nat:::;. (nat(O), u, h)
Access type
T,U, h f-t~rl (access t) :::;. (Ioc(nil),u,h)
Anuy type
Vi E {nl," .,n2} . T,Oi-lIUi-l,hi-ll--~~~~\I_init (i,t}:::;. (O:i,Ui,hi)
where onl- 1 == empty Array-map
a n \-1 == a
hn\-I == h
Record type
_ . [XI ~ tl ]
T(X) == .
X n ...... tn
Vi E {i" ",n} . T,Pi-llai-l,hi-1 f-d~~f (Xi: ti):::;' (pi,Ui,hi)
where Po == empty Record
aD == a
ho == h
Figure 5.17: Evaluation rules for initializations
array member base on the index. The rule is justified similarly to the evaluation rule for a
single variable declaration.
5.3.5 Evaluation of initializations
Definition 5.10 Let t be a type, f be a type environment defined for all type names in the
type definitions list, a be the current store, and h be the next available location. Then, the
initialization of t yields a value v, a new store a', and a new next available location h' iff:
- h Leval t ( I hi)T,a, 'init * v,a,
where the relation f-~~ft is defined in figure 5.17.
A nat type is initialized with nat(O) E Nat.
An access type is initialized with loc(nil) E Lac.
The initialization value for array types is array(a, ni, n2) E Array, where a E Array-map
is defined for all index n E {ni,"" n2} and is modified by repeatedly invoking the evalu-
ation rule for array members initialization in figure 5.16, nl is the array lower bound and
n2 is the array upper bound.
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Variable reference
T, Ei, U, h I-f::; x ~ (e(x), u, h)
Access dereference
T,e,u,h I-~~pl e ~ (Ioc(h.),u',h') h."I' nil
T, £, U, h I-~~~I (dent e) ~ (h., u', hi)
Army indexing
Record indexing
T, £, U, h I-~~~l e ~ {record (p), u
'
,hi)
Figure 5.18: Evaluation rules for left-expressions
The initialization rule for record types has similar style with the initialization rule for an
array type, except that this rule uses the rule in figure 5.15 instead of the rule in figure 5.16.
It returns record(p) E Record, where p is defined for all variable Xi E {Xl, ... ,xn }.
5.3.6 Evaluation of left-expressions
Definition 5.11 Let ie be a left-expression (left hand side expression) in an assignment,
f be a type environment defined for all type names in the type definitions list, € be an
environment defined for all variable names in the variable declarations list, a be the current
store, and h be the next available location. Then, the meaning of the left-expression ie is a
memory location hi, a new store a', and a new next available Location h' iff:
f,€,a,h I-r::~ Ie => (h/,a',h')
where the relation I-r::~ is defined in figure 5.18.
The evaluation of a variable returns a location associated with the variable in the envi-
ronment €.
Evaluating an access dereference left-expression yields a location he f nil extracted
from a value E Loc where the value itself is the result of evaluating the expression e.
To evaluate an array indexing left expression, we have to evaluate both expressions el
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Constant
f,c,u,h f-~~~l n ~ (nat(n),u,h)
Variable reference
f,c,u,h r-~~;l x ~ (u(c(x»,u,h)
Binary operation
f,c,u,h r-~~;/ el ~ (vI,u',h')
f,c,u',h' f-~~p' e2 ~ (v2,u",h") u",CJP f-~;i'" (VI, V2) -+ v
f, c, u, h f-~~~l (op e, e2) ~ (v, q", h")
Access dereference
f,e,u,h f-~~p' e ~ (Ioc(he),u',h') h.:f:. nil
T,e,u,h f-~~~l (deref e) ~ (u'(h.),u',h')
New
f,c,u,h f-~~~I (nell t) ~ (Ioc(h),u'[h t-+ v),h") where h' = succ(h)
Nil
T,E:,u,h r-~~~l (nil t) ~ (Ioc(nil),u, h)
Array indexing
f,c,u,h r-~~;' el ~ (array(a,nl,n2),u',h')
f,c,u',h' r-~~p' e2 ~ (nat(n), u", h") nl < n < n2
T,e,u,h r-~~~I (0 e, e2) ~ (u"(a(n»),u",h")
f,c,u, h r-~~p' e ~ (record(p), u', h')
f, c, u, h f-~~~l (recmem e xl ~ (u' (p(x», u', h')
Record indexing
Figure 5.19: Evaluation rules for expressions
and e2. The first expression el yields an array value and the second expression e2 evaluat s
to a nat value. The result of evaluating the overall left-expression is a location extracted
from a for index n where the index n has to be within the array boundary.
The last rule explains the meaning of evaluating a record indexing left-expression. First,
the expression e in the record indexing left-expression should evaluate to a record value.
Then, we apply table lookup from the relation p for the variable x.
5.3.7 Evaluation of expressions
Definition 5.12 Let e be an expression, f be a type environment defined for all type names
in the type definitions list, E be an environment defined for all variable names in the variable
declarations list, a be the current store, and h be the next available location. Then, the
meaning of the expression e is a value v, a new store a', and a new next available location h'
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Operation evaluation for op E {+, -, *, /}
Operation evaluation for op E {>, gte, <, lte}
ifop E {+, -, *, f}
CT, op I-~~al (nat(nt} , nat(n2)) -t nat(l) if op E {>. gte, <, lte}
ifop E {>. gte, <. lte}
Figure 5.20: Evaluation rules for operations (part 1)
iff:
- h Leval (' h')T,E,CT, 'exp e =}- V,CT,
where the relation I-~~~l is defined in figure 5.19.
The result of evaluating a constant n is a nat value.
A variable reference expression is evaluated similarly to the left-expression one. Except
that the location returned in the left-expression rules is used to extract a value from the
store CT. The rule returns the value.
The rule for binary operations is evaluated as follow. First, both expression el and e2
are evaluated to their values VI and V2 respectively. Then, we use the evaluation rules for
operations to map the current store, the operator op, the value Vl and the value V2 to the
operation result value v.
The evaluation of an access dereference expression yields a value extracted from the
store CT for a location he 1= nil, where the location he is the component of the expression e
evaluation result.
A new expression returns a value of current next available location h. The rule modifies
the store for location h with the type t initial value and updates the current next available
location h with a new next available location h'.
The result of a nil expression is the location nil.
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Operation evaluation for op E {=, neq}
Nat
U, op ~~~al (nat(n) , nat(n)) -+ nat(l)
U, op I-~~al (nat(n\) , nat(n2)) -t nat(D)
Lac
U,OP I-~~al (Ioc(h) , loc(h)) -t nat(l)
U,op ~~~al (loc(hJ) , loc(h2)) -+ nat (D)
Array
if op E {=, neq}
if op E {=, neq}
if op E {=, neq}
ifop E {=, neq}
Record
Vi E {n\, ... ,nz} . u,op~~~a' (u(a\(i)), u(a2(i))) -+ nat(l)
CT,op ~~~al (arraY(OI,n\,n2) I arraY(02,nI,nz)) -t nat(l)
3i E {n\, ... ,n2} . u,op~~~al (u(oI(i)) I u(u2(i))) -tnat(D)
u,op I-~~al (array(ol,nl,n2), array(ct2,n\,nz)) -+ nat(D)
Vi E {l,oo.,n} . u,opl-~~al (u(P\(x;)), CT(P2(Xi))) -+ nat(l)
CT, op I-~~al (record(pJ) , record(p2)) -t nat(l)
3i E {l"",n} . u,opl-~~al (U(pl(X;») I U(P2(Xi))) -+ nat(O)
CT, op ~~~al (record(pJ) I record(p2)) -t nat(D)
if op E {=, neq}
if op E {=, neq}
if op E {=, neq}
if op E {=, neq}
Figure 5.21: Evaluation rules for operations (part 2)
The evaluation rules for array indexing expressions and record indexing expressions are
quite similar to their corresponding left-expressions rules. The difference is these rules return
a value extracted from the store 0' for a location that being returned in their expressions
evaluation rule counterparts.
5.3.8 Evaluation of operations
Definition 5.13 Let op be an operator, VI and V2 be values, and 0' be the current store.
Then, the meaning oj operation op between VI and V2 is a value v iff:
0', op r~al (VI, V2) -t v
where the relation r~al is defined in figure 5.20 and figure 5.21.
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T h I-eval () ~ ( h)
,£,0', a.uign.t -.... (1,
- hl-eval ( 0) ~ ( II h"\
",c,u, a""ig1l8 a a -' U I I
Figure 5.22: Evaluation rules for assignments
The first rule defines the meaning of an operation where operator op E {+, -, *, /}.
The rule says that the operation is only allowed if VI and V2 are nat values and it returns
the nat value of executing the op operation between nI and n2.
The second and the third rules are the meaning of an operation where operator op E
{>, gte, <, lte}. Both rules are also defined only if VI and V2 are nat values. The second
rule says if the result of invoking true-value function with the result of executing op operation
between nI and n2 is true, then return nat(l) or else return nat(O).
The rules in figure 5.21 are the meaning of operation if operator op E {=, neq}.
The first two rules are the case where VI, V2 E Nat or VI, V2 E Loc. In this case, we
check for values component equality. If they are equal, then return nat(l) or else return
nat(O).
For array and record, the operation evaluation is allowed only if both values VI and V2
are compatible. To check values compatibility, we evaluate array or record values members.
If all members evaluation return nat(l), then the result of the overall evaluation is nat(l)
or else return nat(O).
5.3.9 Evaluation of assignments
Definition 5.14 Let a == (le: =e) be an assignment in a block, f be a type environment
defined for all type names in the type definitions list, c be an environment defined for all
variable names in the variable declarations list, (J be the current store, and h be the next
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Nat type
a I-~~d~te (h , nat(n)) ~ a(h ..... nat(n)]
Access type
(T I-~~d~te (h , loc(h')} ~ O'[h ..... loc(h')]
Array type
Vi E {nil'" ,n2} . (Ti-11-~~d~te (a-h(i) , ai-i(a-(i))) ~ ai
where an! -1 = (T
Record type
a(h) = record(Ph)
Vi E {l, ... ,n} . (Ti-l I-~~d~te (Ph (x;) , O'i-dp(x;)} ~ (Ti
where (TO = (T
a I-~~d~te (h • record(p) ~ (Tn
Figure 5.23: Evaluation rules for assignment-updates
available location. Then, the meaning of the assignment a is a new store a' and a new next
available location h' iff:
- h I- eval ( I h')7,c,a, assign a::::::> a,
where the relation I-~~~~gn is defined in figure 5.22.
In the first rule, we define the meaning of a single assignment. The rule is evaluated
as follow. First, we evaluate expressions e and le yielding a value v and a location hi
respectively. Then, we apply assignment-updates rules from figure 5.23 to modify the
current store.
The second and the third rules define how to evaluate an empty assignment and a
sequence of assignments.
5.3.10 Evaluation of assignment-updates
Definition 5.15 Let h be a location, v be a value, and a be the current store. Then, the
meaning of the assignment-update for h and v is a new store a' iff:
a I-~~~~te (h , v) -t a'
where the relation I-~~~~te is defined in figure 5.23.
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Goto
T,e,U, h I-j~~ll (gete I) ~ (l,u, h)
If
T,e,u,h I-~~;' e => (nat(n),u',h') true-value(n)
T,e, u, h I-j~~p (it e I) 12) => (h, u', hi)
T, e, u, h I-~~;' e => (nat(n), u' , hi) false-value(n)
T,e,Cl,h t-j~~p (if e /) 12) => (12,U',h
'
)
T, e, u, h t-~~;I e => (nat(n), u
'
, hi)




Figure 5.24: Evaluation rules for jumps
The first and the second rules cover the case where v E Nat and v E Loc respectively.
These rules are straightforward.
In the case v E Array and v E Record, the rules involved recursive calls to update all
members in the array or in the record. The rules modify the current store (J to a new store.
5.3.11 Evaluation of jumps
Definition 5.16 Let j be a jump in a block, T be a type environment defined for all type
names in the type definitions list, t be an environment defined for all variable names in the
variable declarations list, a be the current store, and h be the next available location. Then,
the meaning of the jump j is a labell, a new store (J', and a new next available location h'
iff:
- h I-eval . (l' h')T,E,(J, jump}=> ,(J,
where the relation I-j~~p is defined in figure 5.24.
A goto jump evaluation returns the jump target labell.
An if jump is evaluated by evaluating the expression e. The result of the expression
evaluation is a nat value which define which label to extract (by invoking true-value or
false-value functions). If the function evaluation is true, then extract the label II (label for




T,E:,u,h~bjoadk r(l) ~ (l',u',h')
~[' (l,u,h) -+ (l',u',h l )
Figure 5.25: Evaluation rules for blocks
A return jump evaluation returns the special label halt with the result of evaluating the
expression e as its component.
5.3.12 Evaluation of blocks
Definition 5.17 Let b == (l Ca*) j) be a block in a program, f be a type environment
defined for all type names in the type definitions list, E be an environment defined for all
variable names in the variable declarations list, a be the current store, and h be the next
available location. Then, the meaning of the block b is a label l, a new store a', and a new
next available location h' iff:
f, E, a, h f-gi:;k b~ (l, a', h')
where the relation l-glo~ is defined in figure 5.25.
To evaluate a single block, we evaluate the assignments list (a·) and the jump j. The
result of the block evaluation is the next label to execute.
A block map r E Block-map in the blocks transition rule is a partial function from
Block-label to Block. Intuitively, r is a lookup table for blocks using a label as its key. A
block map r will be defined for all labels occurring in the program being described and
undefined otherwise.
The r-indexed transition relation of block map is:
-1-r ~ (Label x Store x Lac) x (Label x Store x Lac)
The blocks transition rule is essentially a mapping from one block to the n~xt block
using the function r.
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where T empty Type-environment
~ = empty Variable-environment
u = initial Store
h initial Loe
T,f.,u,h f-~v~f. (d·) => f.',u',h.'
f-r (I, u' ,h1) --t (l', u" , h")
f-~~~~ «(r)(d*» (x·) (b b*» => u"
Figure 5.26: Evaluation rule for programs
5.3.13 Evaluation of programs
Definition 5.18 Let p == «(j"') (d*)) (x*) (b+)) be a program. Then, the meaning of
the program p is a new store a' iff:
I-eval p => a'prog
where the relation I-~~~~ is defined in figure 5.26.
A program is evaluated as follows. First, we evaluate variable declarations in the variable
declarations list using the rule from figure 5.15. Then, using the blocks transition rule, we
evaluate blocks in the program, begin with the first block in the program until the the label




This chapter is dedicated to the omine specializer prototype that we built. First, we explain
the methodology that should be followed when using the specializer and present the formal
definition of the specializer input.
Then, we review the notion of two-level language [33] presented in chapter 2, explain
why this framework is insufficient for our application domain, and propose a more general
framework capable of handling our application.
We redefine the notion of binding-time type [33] and develop a binding-time type check-
ing system that is used to check for the consistency of user-supplied annotations and input
program constructs.
Finally, we present the specification of the specialization process that actually carries out
the transformations illustrated in chapter 4, and conclude with examples of the specializer
transformation on the fragment of the replicated workers framework (RWF) program from
chapter 4.
6.1 Methodology
As we mentioned in chapter 4, the goal of this work is to specialize the configurable system
using partial evaluation technology. To be able to perform the specialization, users have to
supply some configuration information to the system (e.g. number of workers in the RWF
example). Ideally, using binding-time inference rules, the system with the initial informa-
tion should be able to classify automatically each construct in a program as eliminable or
residual.
Currently, in our system, users still have to manually mark all types occurring in the
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«()
«result : (nat D R»
(m : (nat DR»
(n : (nat S E»»
(m n)
«start «result := 1»
(goto test»
(test 0
(if « n 1) done loop»
(loop «result := (. result m»




Figure 6.1: The annotated FCL power function program
program to guide the specialization process. Then, the subsequent binding-time type check-
ing phase checks if these annotations are consistent, and propagates this initial classification
information throughout the program.
As a consequence, an annotated source program is created for the original source pro-
gram, where each type in the program is attached with annotations (marked). For example,
in figure 6.1, we can see the corresponding annotated program for the power function il-
Justrated in figure 5.1. In conjunction with this idea, we develop an FCL language with
annotations (FCL-ann) where the formal definition of this language can be seen in figure 6.2.
Based on the information from the binding-time type checking, users may want to take
in additional configuration information (e.g. to improve specialization). Finally, if users are
satisfied with the degree of the specialization, then actual configuration parameter values
are supplied and the actual specialization is carried out.
We can see steps to be followed when using this system application in figure 6.3
6.2 Extended binding-time annotations
We would like to follow the standard practice for offline partial evaluation and use the two-
level language framework for specifying program construct binding-times [33]. However, this
turns out to be insufficient for our purposes, so we have to extend the standard binding-time
annotations and the two-level language.
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Syntax domains
p E Program E Block-label
f E Type-definition a E Assignment
d E Variable-declaration Ie E Left-expression
x E Variable e E Expression
T E Type-ann op E Operation
e E Bt-value n E IN
m E Bt-mode j E Jump
b E Block
Grammar















(record x (d+) em)
(x: T)
(nat em)
(acceBs T e m)






















00- 0 I 1 I 2 I ...
Figure 6.2: FCL-ann syntax
L
In the standard binding-time annotations, if a construct is static, then it will always be
eliminated at the specialization time. If it is dynamic, then it will always be residualized at
the specialization time. These constraints cause the specialization to become too conserva-
tive, where intuitively we have to annotate a construct as dynamic if it can't be eliminated.
For example, consider a record returned by a function. This record has to be annotated
as dynamic 1 because it can't be eliminated, even though in someccases the record value is
known. With the extended binding-time annotations, we can annotate a construct as static
and use its value to improve the specialization but still leave the construct in the residual














Figure 6.3: The flow of the application specialization process
program.
Also with the standard binding-time annotations, the specialization is limited to only
one predefined way. For example, in C-mix, the technique for specializing a static record
(eliminable) is to split the record into separate variables. With the extended annotations, a
static record can be specialized in two different wayl:l, the record can be split into separatE'
variables or it can be narrowed into a new record structure.
In the extended binding-time annotations, we combine two type of annotations. The
first type of annotations is to define when a construct can be evaluated to its value (i. e.
specialization time or run-time). If the construct value can be evaluated at specialization
time, then it is annotated as static or otherwise dynamic. The second type of annotations is
to define the construct behavior at specialization time. If the construct is to be eliminated
at specialization, then it is annotated as eliminable or otherwise residual.
By combining these two type of annotations as a tuple (binding-time tuple) to describe
the binding-time information, we separate explicitly when the construct value is known
(binding- time value) and how the construct should be treated at specialization time (binding-
time mode).
Definition 6.1 A binding-time tuple (bt-tuple) B is a tuple of (c, m), where:
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«0
«a (nat S E))
(b (nat DR))))
()
«start «a := 3)





(loc-l := (+ loc-l 3»))
Figure 6.4: Example of source code and specialized code of nat type
• a binding-time value (bt-value) c E {S, o} describes when a value of a construct can
be determined,
• a binding-time mode (bt-mode) m E {E, R} is describes the construct behavior at
specialization time.
In the example from figure 6.1, we can see that the nat type variable n is annotated as
static (8) and eliminable (E), which means that the variable n value is known at specializa-
tion time and it will be eliminated from the residual code. The nat type variables m and
result are annotated as dynamic (0) and residual (R). This annotation means that values
of variable mand result are unknown at specialization time and they will be residualized.
The basic idea of the extended binding-time annotations for each type in th FCL
language is as follow:
• static and eliminable
o nat type
A variable of nat type is classified as static if values of the variables are known
at specialization time (all values that the variable depends on are known at
specialization time). All occurences of a static nat type variable, along with its
declaration, will be eliminated at specialization time. For example, variable a
at the lp,ft side of figure 6.4 will be eliminated in the specialized version of the




«a (array 1 2 (nat D R) S E»
(b (array 1 2 (nat D R) DR»
(m (nat D R»»
(m)
( (start « ([] aO := 0
«0 a 2) := (+ ( [] a 1) m»
« [] b 1) := 0




(10c;-4 : (array 1 2 nat»
(10c-6 : nat»)
(10c-6)
«1ab-1 «10c-2 :- 1)
(10c-3 := (+ 10c-2 10c-6»
« [] 10c-4 0 := 1)
«[] 10c-42) := (+ ([] 10c-4 1) 10c-6»
-
Figure 6.5: Example of source code and specialized code of array type
An array type variable is classified as static if all indexing expressions into the
array are known at specialization time. A static and eliminable array with elim-
inable components will be eliminated at specialization time. If the binding-time
mode of the array components is residual, then the array will be split into sep-
arate variables. For example, array a of two components at the left side of
figure 6.5 will be replaced by two variables (10c-2 and loc-3) at the right side
of the figure, one for each component.
o access type
An access type variable is classified as static if values of the access variable
(addresses that it point to) are always known at compile time. A static and
eliminable access type variable is eliminated at specialization time. Similar to
array type, the decision to eliminate or to residualize the access component that
is generated at run-time depends on the component binding-time information.
For example, variable a at the left side of figure 6.6 that is allocated dynamically
will be replaced with new static variable loc-2 at the right side of the figure.
o record type
A record type can be defined as static if members of the record can be accessed
at specialization time. A record type that is annotated as static and eliminable
is specialized by eliminating the record type definition, while variables of this
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{co
{(a (acce•• (nat D R) S E»
(b (nat DR»»
o
{(start ((a := (ney (nat D R) S E»
(deref a) := 4)







{loc-2 :- (+ loc-3 1»)
--
Figure 6.6: Example of source code and specialized code of access type
record type is split into separate variables where each variable corresponds to
a residual component of the record. For example, record type t 1 in the source
code at the left side of figure 6.7 will be eliminated in the specialized code at
the right side of the figure, while variable a in the source code will be split and
replaced by array variable loc-3 in the specialized code, which corresponds to
the record t's residual member y.
• dynamic and residual
o nat type
A dynamic nat type variable will be residualized at specialization time and will
be annotated as dynamic and residual. For example, variable b at the left side of
figure 6.4 will be residualized as loc-1 in the specialized version of the program
at the right side of the figure.
o array type
Au array type variable that is annotated as dynamic and residual must have
dynamic and residual components. At specialization time, the array variable
will be residualized. For example, array b at the left side of figure 6.5 will be
residualized as array loc-4 at the right side of the figure.
o access type
Similar to dynamic and residual array type variables, a dynamic and residual





















«(recmem a x) := 2)








«x (nat S E»
(y (nat D R»)
S E)
(record t2
«x : (nat D R»
(y : (nat D R»)
D R)
(record t3
«x : (nat S E»)






«recmem b x) := 2)
«recmem b y) := m)
«recmem loc-4 x) := 2)
«recmem loc-4 y) := loc-6)
«recmem c x) := 2)
«recmem c y) := m) «recmem loc-6 y) := loc-6)
Figure 6.7: Example of source code and specialized code of record type
ization of the access variable is similar to the previous dynamic and residual
array type variable.
o record type
If a record type is annotated as dynamic and residual, then all of its members
must also be dynamic and residual. At specialization time, the record type
definition and variables of this record type will be residualized. For example,
record t2 and variable b at the left side of figure 6.7 will be residualized as
record t2 and variable loc-4 in the specialized version of the program at the
right side of the figure.
• static and residual
o nat type
A nat type is never classified as static and residual. To residualize a static nat
type variable reference, we use lifting method [33] by inserting operator lift. With
lifting, we evaluate the static nat expression yielding its value, then we residualize
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-the literal of the value.
o array type
A static and residual array type variable will be residualized at specialization time
just like its dynamic and residual counterpart. Currently, we are not exploiting
the staticness of the array, but we believe that in the future we can use the known
information from the array to enhance the specialization. For example, we can
compute and eliminate the array indexing expression if it is at the right hand
side of an assignment statement.
o access type
For static and residual access variables, the decision to eliminate or to residu-
alize them depends on their construct type and context of use. If the access
construct is a variable declaration, then it will be residualized. If the construct
is a dereference expression, then we have to check the construct context of use,
if it is used in a static and eliminable context, then it will be computed away
by returning its value (using operator get-val), but if it is used in dynamic and
residual context, then it will be residualized by returning the code repr enting
the construct (using operator get-exp). If the construct context of use is also
static and residual, then we will residualize the construct and in the same time,
compute the construct value.
a record type
If a record type is annotated as static and residual, then the record type should
has at least one residual members. At specialization time, this record type def-
inition will be narrowed into a new record which consist only residual members
from the original type definition. All of its instance variable declarations will be
residualized. For example, record t3 at the left side of figure 6.7 will be narrowed
into a new record with the same name,which consist only the residual member y.
















Figure 6.8: Three-level FCL syntax domains
while indexing expression to the residual member y will be residualized.
6.3 Three-level FCL language (FCL-3)
We adopt the idea of tw<rlevellanguage and extend it into a more general framework called
the three-level language. This language is internal to the system application and is used to
specify the result of the binding-time type checking phase (refer to figure 6.3).
Traditionally, in the tw<rlevel language, every construct appears in two versions. The
non-underline to specify eliminable constructs (known) and the underline to specify residual
constructs (unknown).
In the three-level language framework, every construct will appear in thr e different
versions. The non-underline to specify static and eliminable constructs, the underline to
specify dynamic and residual constructs and the dash-underline to specify static and residual
constructs.
The formal definition of the three-level FCL can be seen in figure 6.8 and figure 6.9.
Figure 6.8 defines the language syntax domains and figure 6.9 defines the language grammar.
6.4 Binding-time type
We also adopt the binding-time type [I] framework for specifying the binding-time infor-
mation of a type. In the binding-time type framework, we extend each type to include
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nat I nat
(access t) I~ il I .(~~_~~.~~ i?
(array n n t) I (array n n il I .(array n n t?














(deret e) I (deret el I .(deret e?
([J ee) I ill eel I ~ [] ee?






(op e e) I (op ee)
(duet e) I (deret el I .(~_~:~~ e?
(new i) I (new il I .(~_~~ i?
(nil t) I Sill il I .(nil i?
([J ee) I ill eel I S[] eel
(recmem ex) I (recmem ex) I ~recmem e :c)
igoto 11
(it eIi) I l it ethen I else 11
(return e)
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Definition 6.2 The syntax of binding-time type BT is defined inductively as follow:
BT nat(c, m)
access(BT, c, m)
array(BT, nI, n2, c, m)
record (x, c, m)
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Let BT is a binding-time type. Then, BT#b denotes the binding-time value of BT
and BT#m denotes the binding-time mode of BT. For example, if BT = nat(S,E), then
BT#b = S and BT#m = E.
As we illustrated in section 6.1, some binding-time types are unreasonable from a com-
putation point of view. For example, it makes no sense to classify a program construct
as dynamic and eliminable. The value of dynamic constructs is unknown at compile time,
so it is impossible to compute and eliminate them specialization time. This constraint is
captured as the first condition in the next definition.
Following constraints identify those binding-time types that we consider to be well-
formed.
Definition 6.3 A bt-type BT is well-formed if it is satisfies the following requirements:
1. if BT#b = D, then BT#m i- E.
2. if BT = nat(c, m), then (c, m) E {(8, E), (D, R)},
3. if BT = access(T,c,m) or BT = array(T,nl,n2,c,m) where BT#b = D (c = DJ
and BT#m = R (m = R), then T#b = D, T#m = R, and T is well-formed,
4. if BT = access(T, c, m) or BT = array(T, nI, n2, c, m) where BT#b = 8 (c = S)
and BT#m = R (m = R), then T#b = Sand T#m = R, or T#b = D and T#m = R,
and T is well-formed.
The Hec:ond condition says that a nat type construct can be classified only as static and
eliminable or dynamic and residual.
The third and fourth conditions are requirements for access and array binding-time
types. These conditions say that their binding-time type and their component binding-time
type have to be in the order of (S, E) [;;; (S, R) [;;; (D. R). For example, if an access type is
annotated as dynamic and residual, then so must its dereferenced binding-time type. These
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conditions are deduced because it makes no sense to have an unknown (dynamic) pointer to
a known (static) object or an unknown array with known members and a residual pointer
to eliminable object or a residual array with eliminable members.
6.5 Binding-time type checking
The binding-time type checkinp; takes an FCL-ann program, performs checking to ensure
that the input program binding-time types are well-formed and consistent. In addition, an
analysis similar to binding-time analysis computes a division classifying all constructs as
non-underline, underline or dash-underline where these divisions should be consistent wit.h
the initial annotations given by user.
In this section, we give a set of rules to define well-annotatedness of the FCL-ann pro-
gram. This rules form a type checking system. A prop;ram that fulfills these rules is said to
be well-annotated.
6.5.1 Binding-time type checking domains and values
Figure 6.10 presents domains and values of the binding-time type checking rules.
• A semantic value BT E Bt-type = Nat + Access + Array + Record is one of the
following:
o A Nat = Bt-value x Bt-mode is a binding-time type tag for nat types. If a
nat bt-type is nat(c, m), then c is the nat binding-time value and m is the nat
binding-time mode.
o An Access = Bt-type x Bt-value x Bt-mode is a binding-time type tag for access
types. If an access bt-type is access(BT, r, m), then c is the access binding-
time value, m is the access binding-time mode and BT is the access component
binding-time type.
o An Array = Bt-type x IN x :IN x Bt-value x Bt-mode is a binding-time type tag








BT E Bt-type = Nat + Access + Array + Record
Nat = Bt-value x Bt-mode
Access = Bt-type x Bt-value x Bt-mode
Array = Bt-type x IN x IN x Bt-value x Bt-mode
Record Variable x Bt-value x Bt-mode
'7 E Type-header Variable -t Bt-value x Bt-mode
p E Record-type-environment = Variable -t Bt-type
f E Type-environment Variable -t Record-type-environment
t E Variable-environment Varia ble -t Bt-type
Figure 6.10: Binding-time type checking rules domains and values
lower bound, n2 is the array upper bound, c is the array binding-time value, m is
the array binding-time mode and BT is the array member's binding-time type.
o A Record = Variable x Bt-value x Bt-mode is a binding-time type tag for record
types. If a record bt-type is record (x, c, m), then x is the record name, c is the
record binding-time value and m is the record binding-time mode.
• A type name table 77 E Type-header is a partial function from a variable E Variable
to its binding-time value E Bt-value and binding-time mode E Bt-mode. For the
type checking in chapter 5, 77 was simply a set of record identifiers accumulated before
type checking began. Now, we also assume that a pre-phase associates each record
identifier with a Bt-value and a Bt-mode. If variable x is not a record identifier, then
'TJ is undefined at x.
• A type environment f E Type-environment is a partial function from a variable
E Variable to its record type environment p E Record-type-environment. The
Record-type-environment is a mapping from a variable E Variable to its binding-time
type E Bt-type.
• An tnvironment E E Variable-environment ]s a partial function mapping all variables
E Variable that are declared in the list of variable declarations to their binding-time
type E Bt-type.
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Vi E {l, ... ,n} . f.Pi-l,'7I-~~c1 (Xi: T",,): Pi
where PO = empty Record-type-environment X ¢ Domain(t)
'f. '7 f-~~j (record x «XI : T"'J) ... (xn : T"'n ) S E) : f[x ...... PnJ
Vi E {I .... •n} . 'f,Pi-l.'7 f-~~c1 (Xi: T",;) : Pi
wherepo = empty Record-type-environment Vi E {l•...• n} . Pn(x;)#b=D x ~ Domain(f)
f, T'/ I-~~! (record X «Xt : T"'l) ... (xn : T"'n») D Rl: f(X ...... Pn)
Vi E {l .... ,n} . f.Pi-l.TI f-~~c1 (x; : '1~;) : Pi
where PO = empty Record-type-environment 3i E {I, ...• n} . Pn(X;)#m =R X ¢ Domain(f)
1'. TJ f-~~J {:~.~?::~_:: «Xl: T"'l) ... (Xn : T",,,)) S R) : 1'(x ...... Pn)
l' T'/ f-bt (J r) : if"
• de!_
l' TJ f-bt f: 1" f' TJ f-bt (/'): fIr
• de.f • de/$
I-bt () -7'.'17 dej_ : T
Figure 6.11: Binding-time type checking rules for type definitions
6.5.2 Binding-time type checking of type definitions
The binding-time type checking of type definitions is given as a transition relation from
Type-environment, Type-header, and Type-defi.nition to Type-environment, as follows:
j, T} f-~f f : j'
and this relation is defined in figure 6.11.
As we explained in section 6.1, types in the FCL-ann language will have annotations
attached to them by users. The purpose of the binding-time type checking rules for type





of the type definition based on the given annotations.
The first three rules for type definitions define the binding-time type checking rules for
a single type definition. These rules are evaluated in a similar manner. First, we have
to evaluate all variables in the record using rules in figure 6_12. These evaluations begin
with an empty table E Record-type-environment and each evaluation repeatedly modifies
this table. Then, we check for the non-existence of the record name in the table j domain.
Finally, we update the type environment j for this record.
A record bt-type and bt-mode are based on the attached annotations. If the attached
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r,f] I-npe T: BT, BT#b =S & BT#m =E x ¢ Domain(l)
T,E,,, r~~cI (x: T) : l[x ~ BTl
r, f] I-npe T : BT, BT#b =0 & BT#m =R x ¢ Domain(l)
f,f:,,, r~~cI ~ Tl: l[X ~ BT]
f, f] I-i;pe T: BT, BT#b =S & BT#m = R x ¢ Domain(l)
T,l,f] 1-~~cI -(:z:..:T? : l[X ~ BT]
-
Figure 6.12: Binding-time type checking rules for variable declarations
annotation is dynamic and residual and the binding-time value of all variable declarations
in the record is dynamic (so residual), then the type definition is underlined. If the at-
tached annotation is static and residual and there must exist at least one residual variable
declaration, then the type definition is dash-underlined. Otherwise, the type definition is a
non-underlined.
The fourth and the fifth rules define the binding-time type checking rules for an empty
type definition and a sequence of type definitions respectively.
6.5.3 Binding-time type checking of variable declarations
The binding-type time checking of variable declarations is expressed as a transition rela-
tion from Variable-environment, Type-environment, Type-header, and Variable-declaration to
Variable-environment, as follows:
- - Lbt f -cfT,c,"l'decl :c
and this relation is defined in figure 6.12.
The binding-time type checking rules for a single variable declaration are evaluated as
follows. First, we evaluate the type T yielding the binding-time type BT. Then, we check
for the non-existence of the variable name in the domain of the environment t. Finally, we
update the environment t for that variable with binding-time type BT and annotate the
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Nat type
f,1] rn"e (nat 5 E) : nat(5, E)
AcceSB type
T,T] r~t"e (access T S E) : access(BT,5,E)
'f,T] rnpe T: BT, BT#b =0 & BT#m =R
f,1] r~;"e (access TO R2: acc~ss(BT,O,R)
f, 1] r~tpe T: BT, BT#m = R
Array type
f,71 r~tpe T: BT, BT#b = 0 & BT#m = R
f, 71 r~tpe T: BT, BT#m = R
f,1] rn"e {array nl n2 T S R): array(BT,nl,n2,5,R)
~- ... ~.-_._._.
Record type
1/(x) = (5, E) 1](r) = (0, R)
T,ryrn"e (record x) :record(x,S,E) T,1/ rf;pe (record x) : record(x,O,R)
1/(x) = (S,R)
Figure 6.13: Binding-time type checking rules for types
variable declaration based on the binding-time type BT.
If the binding-time type BT is dynamic and residual, then the va-riable declaration is
underlined. If the binding-time type BT is static and residual, then the variable declaration
is dash-underlined. Otherwise, it is a non-underlined variable declaration.
The fourth and the the fifth rules define the binding-time type checking rules for an
empty variable declaration and a sequence of variable declarations.
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Get variable from dynamic left-expression
if, t, 1'/ f-r::cp Ie : BT
T,t,,., f-r::cp (get-dyn Ie) : BT
Get variable and location from static-residual left-expression
T, t,,., f-r::cp Ie: BT
T ,l,T) f-r::cp (get-res Ie) : BT
Variable reference
Figure 6.14: Binding-time type checking rules for left-expressions (part 1)
6.5.4 Binding-time type checking of types
Definition 6.4 Let T be an annotated type, f be a type environment, and.,., be a type table
defined for all type names in the type definitions list. Then, the type T is binding-time type
correct if there exists a BT E Bt-type such that:
f, 11 f-~tpe T : BT




As a consequence of the binding-time type well-formedness in definition 6.3, the binding-
time type checking rules for nat types are defined only for the non-underline and the un-





The binding-time type checking rules for an access types and array types are also have
to follow the requirements in definition 6.3. If the type binding-time type is static and
residual, then its components or members binding-time mode have to be residual. If the
type binding-time type is dynamic and residual, then its components or members binding-
time type have to be dynamic and residual too. The rules return an access binding-time
type tag for access types or an array binding-time type tag for array types.
For record types, the rules return a record binding-time type tag and annotate the record





T,E,f/ I-~~p el : array(BT,nI,n2,S,E) -r,t,r, I-~~p e2: nat(S,E)
T,l,r, I-?;"p ([] el e2) : BT
T,t,r, I-~~p el ; array(BT,nl,n2,D,R) T,l,r, I-~~p e2 : nat(D,R)
T, i, r, I-?;"p ill el e22. : BT
T,t,r, I-~~p el: array(BT,nl,n2,S,R) -r,l,f/ I-~~p e2: nat(S,E)
f,i,T/l-ib! ([]ele2):BTezp. __ -
Record indexing
fJ,r, I-~~p e: record(x',S,E) T(X')(X) = BT
T,c,T/ I-?;"p (recmem e x) : BT
f,l,T/ I-~~p e: record(x',D,R) f(xl)(:I:) = BT
T,l,f/ I-?;"p (recmem e x) ; BT
T,i,T/ I-~~p e: record(x',S,R) f(:I:')(x) = BT
T,c,T/I-?! (recmemex):BTexp w .e. .--
Access dereference
T, i, T/ I-~~~ e : access( BT, s, E)
T,i,r, I-f."p (deref e): BT
T,l,f/ I-~~~ e: access(BT,D,R)
T,i,TJ I-?;"p (deret e2.: BT
--
T,_l,_fI I-~U e: access(BT,S,R)
T,E,lJ I-le"p _(?_~~~~ e? : BT
Figure 6.15: Binding-time type checking rules for left-expressions (part 2)
6.5.5 Binding-time type checking of left-expressions
Definition 6.5 Let le be a left-expression in an assignment, T be a type environment defined
for all type names in the type definitions list, E be an environment defined for all variable
names in the variable declarations list, and "1 be a type table defined for all type names in the
type definition list. Then, the left-expression le is binding-time type correct if there exists a
BT E Bt-type such that:
- - I-bt l BTT, C, "1 lexp e:
where the relation I-r~xp is defined in figure 6.14 and figure 6.15.
To simplify the specialization process in our application, a variable reference left-
expresi:lion always returns a location. If the left-expression appears in a dynamic and resid-
ual assignment, then to fetch the residual variable name from the store 0' at specialization
time, we insert a new operator, called get-dyn. If the left-expression appears in a static
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CorutClnt
T I ~, '1 ~~~p e : nateS, I)





T, l, '1 ~f:~J' Z : l(z)
Binary operation
of, (, '1 I-~~p el : BTl
f,~,TJ r:~p e2 : BT2 -r,OTJf-~~_.9~j.(BTl,BT2) -t BT, BT#b=S &< BT#m=E
T,~, 7J I-:~p el : BTl
"',£,'1I-:~p e2: BT2
Figure 6.16: Binding-time type checking rules for expressions (part 1)
and residual context, then for a similar reason as above, we insert another new operator,
called get-res. Both operators return the same binding-time type as the binding-time type
returned by the left-expression they are applied to.
A variable reference is not annotated. It is bound to a binding-time type associated
with the variable in the environment e.
The rules for access dereference left-expressions and array indexing left-expressions are
similar in style to their corresponding type checking rules from the previous chapter. An
access dereference left-expression is annotated based on the binding-time type of the compo-
nent expression e and the rules return the component binding-time type BT, while an array
indexing left-expression is annotated based on the binding-time type of its expression el




T,~, '1 t-:: p (deret e) : BT
T, t,l) ,..~~~ " : Otceu(8T, D,Il)
T, t, "I "':.P (d.nf "1: BT
T, i,l) f-:~~ " : OtceSJ(BT. S, Il)
;o,~, '1 ....::p .c~~.~~~ e) : BT
T,"1 f-~~P" T: BT, BT#b = D &. BT#m = Il
T, t, "I f-:~p ~ T DIII : ocoess(BT, D,Il)
-r,TJ t-~~pe T: BT
T,t,"1 f-:~p (a... T S!) : .ccess(BT,S,!)
New
T, I) f-~~p. T: BT, BT#m = Il
Nil
T, t, "I f-:~p (n.ll T S!) : OtceSJ(BT, S,!)
of,l) f-~~P" T : BT, BT#b = D &. BT#m = Il
T, t,l) "':~p .!&!. T DIII : .ccu.(BT, D,Il)
A rroy i"dezin.g
T. E, TJ ~:~p el : ~rr.1)'(BT. ni, n2. 5, E) ¥ 1£'" ... ~~p e2 : n.llteS. £)
T,t, '1 f-:~p (D "\ (2) : BT
T.€,T] .... :~p e.l : array(BT,nl.n2,D,I.) "',£.'1I-:~p e2: nU(DIIl)
T.t, "I f-:~p iQ."\ "21: BT
r,e,"fJ I-~~p et: array(BT.nl,n2,S,R) T,E I " ....~~p e2: n'lIl(S,!)
T, i, "I f-:~p .(D "\ "2) : 8T
Record inde-zing
T, t, "I f-~~p " : record(x'. S, Il) T(x')(x) = BT
-r, l, '11-:~p 5:~.~~ e ~~ : BT
T, t, '1 "':~p e : roco<d(x', S,!) T(x' Hx) = BT
of, l, '1 ....:~p (rec:mem e 2:) : BT
T,t,'1 f-:~p": roco<d(x',D,R) 1'(x')(:o) = BT
f'1£ITl .... :~p ~e~: BT
Figure 6.17: Binding-time type checking rules for expressions (part 2)
The binding-time type checking rules for record indexing left-expressions are also similar
to the corresponding type checking rulCl. The left-expression is annotated based on the
binding-time type of its expression e and the rules return the binding-time type extracted
from the type environment f.
6.5.6 Binding-time type checking of expressions
Definition 6.6 Let e be an expression in an assignment, T be a type environment defined
for all type names in the type definitions list, t be an environment defined for all variable
names in the variable declarations list, and.,., be a type table defined for all type names in
the type definitions list. Then, the expression e is binding-time type correct if there exists a
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Operation bt-type equlvalenceforop E {+, -, ., I, >, gte, <, Ite}
Nat type
f, op f-~~-equiv (nateS, E), nateS, E)} -+ nateS. E)
T, op f-~~-eqUiV (nat(S, E), nat(D, a» -+ nat(D, a)
T, op f-~~-eq .. iv (nat(D,a), nat(S,E» -+ nat(D, a)
f,op f-~~_,qui" (nat(D,a).nat(D.a» -+ nat(D,R)
Operation bt-type equivalence for op E {=, neq}
Nat type
ifop E {+, -, ., I, >, gte, <, Ite}
if op E {+, -, ., I, >, gte, <, Ito}
ifop E {+, -, ., I, >, gte, <, Ito}
if op E {+, -, ., I, >, gte, <, Ite}
f, op f-~~-equiv (nat(S, E), nateS, E» -+ nateS, E)
f, up f-~~-equiv (nat(S, E), nat(D, a)} -+ nat(D, H)
T,OP f-~~-equiv (nat(D,R), nat(S,E» -+ nat(D,R)
T, op I-~~-equiv (nat(D, H), nat(D, R» -+ nat(D, R)
if op E {=, neq}
ifopE{=,neq}
if op E {=, neq}
if op E {=, neq}
--
Figure 6.18: Binding-time type checking rules for operation bt-types equivalence (part 1)
BT E Bt-type such that:
- - Lbt BTT,E,'fl 'exp e:
where the relation r~~p is defined in figll,re 6.16 and figure 6.17.
A constant is always annotated as non-underline and the rule returns a static and
eliminable nat binding-time type tag.
The lift operator is applied to an expression that returns a static and eliminable nat
binding-time type tag and the rule returns a dynamic and residual nat binding-time type
tag.
Consider a situation where an expression that returns a static and residual binding-time
type tag exists in a non-underlined or an underlined context. At specialization time, to be
able to residualize or to eliminate this expression, we have to fetch the appropriate part




f,op r-~~_.qU;tI (access(BT,S,E),access(BT,S, E» ~ nat(S,E)
f,opr-~~_.qU;tI (access(BT,c,R),access(BT,c,R» ~ nat(O,R)
ifop E {=, neq}
if op E {=, neq}
BT#m=E
f, op r-~~_.qU;tI (array(BT,"I, "2, S, E), array(BT,"I, "2, S,E» ~ nateS, E)
f,opr-~~_.qU;tI (array(BT,nl,"2,c,R),array(BT,nl,nz,c,R» ~ nat(O,R)
Record type
XI t-+ BTl
if op E {=, neq}
if op E {=, neq}
f(x) =
X n t-+ BTn
Vi E {I, ... ,n} . BTi#rn = E
if op E {=, neq}
f,op r-~~_.qU;tI (record(x, S,E),record(x, S,E)} ~ nat(S,E)
f, op r-~~-eq.. it. (record (x, c, R), record(x,c, R» ~ nat(O, R) if op E {=, neq}
Figure 6.19: Binding-time type checking rules for operation bt-types equivalence (part 2)
then to fetch the value part from the returning tuple, we introduce a new operator, called
get-val. This operator returns a static and eliminable record binding-time type tag.
If the expression is either an access, an array or a record type expression, then to fetch
the residual code part from the returning tuple, we introduce a new operator, called get-expo
This operator returns a dynamic and residual binding-time type tag for the corresponding
type.
For variable reference, access dereference, array indexing, and record indexing expres-
sions, the binding-time type checking rules are similar to their corresponding binding-time
type checking rules for left-expressions.
Since binary operations are defined only for nat type operands, their binding-time type
checking rules are also defined only for the non-underlined and t?e underlined version-
S. These rules use the binding-time type checking rules in figure 6.18 and figure 6.19 to





t,t,T/ r~~l' e: BTr
t, t, 1/ r~;",p Ie ; BTl BT#b = S & BT#m = E
r " " rOt (Ie 'S e)J~' 'I o""ign •
1',t, T/ r~;p e : BTr
1',£,1/ r~;",p Ie: BTl
f,t,T/ r~;l' e: BTr
f, t, T/ r~;",p Ie : BT,
BT#b = D & BT#m = R
BT#b =S & BT#m =R
f F " r 6t (), ~, .( au;gns
- - r b! -" r b! ( .)7",e,T} a.uiqn a. TJ~,l1 a""iqn.s (J.{r6t (.)T, ,1] a,sign8 a a
Figure 6.20: Binding-time type checking rules for assignments
operation expression is annotated based on the binding-time type BT.
A new or a nil expression is annotated based on the annotations given by users. These
rules follow the same requirement as for the binding-time type checking rules for access
types.
6.5.7 Binding-time type checking of operation bt-types equivalence
Definition 6.7 Let op be an operator in an expression, BTl and BT2 be binding-time types.
Then, the operation op between BTl and BT2 is binding-time type correct if there exists a
BT E Bt-type such that:
f, E, 1J f--~-eqUiV (BTl, BT2) -+ B'l'
where the relation f--~-equiv is defined in figure 6.18 and figure 6.19.
The binding-time type checking rules for operation bt-types equivalence are similar to
the type checking rules for operation types equivalence.
The rules define valid operand binding-time types in a particular operation op
and the operation result binding-time type. For example, if the operator op E
{+, -, *, /, >, gte, <, lte} and the binding-time type of both operands is static and
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Nat type
T f-~~'ign-eqUiv (nat(S,E), nat(S,E)} -t nat(S,E) T f-~~'ign-eqUiV (nat(D, R), nat(S, E)} -t nat(D, R)
--
T f-:~.ign-eqUiV (nat(D,R), nat(D, R)} -t nat(D, R)
Access type
T f-:~.ign-eqUiV (access(BT,c,m),access(BT,c,m)} -t access(BT,c,m)
Array type
Record type
T f-:~'ign-eqUiV (record(x,c,m),record(x,c,m)) -t record(x,c,m)
Figure 6.21: Binding-time type checking rules for assignment bt-types equivalence
eliminable nat type, then the result binding-time type is also static and eliminable nat
type.
The rest of rules are evaluated in similar fashion.
6.5.8 Binding-time type checking of assignments
Definition 6.8 Let a == (ie: = e) be an assignment in a block, f be a type environment
defined for all type names in the type definitions list, t be an environment defined for all
variable names in the variable declarations list, and TJ be a type table defined for all type
names in the type definitions list. Then, the assignment a is binding-time type correct iff:
- - f-bt
T, E, TJ assign a
where the relation f-~~Sign is defined in figure 6.20.
The binding-time type checking rules for assignments are similar to their corresponding
type checking rules in the previous chapter.
For a single assignment, we use binding-time type checking rules for assignment binding-
time type equivalence in figure 6.21 to map both expression binding-time types to a binding-
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Goto
T, e,." /-J~mp (goto l)
If
Return
T J,." /-~~p e : nateS, E)
T,e,." /-J~mp (it eli 12)
T, e, T/ /-~~p e : nat(D, R)
T, e, T/ /-~~p e : nat(D, R)
T, e,." HI (return e)Jump- -
---
Figure 6.22: Binding-time type checking rules for jumps
time type BT. The assignment is annotated based on the binding-time type BT.
The fourth and the the fifth rules define the binding-time type checking rules for an
empty assignment and a sequence of assignments.
6.5.9 Binding-time type checking of assignment bt-types equivalence
Definition 6.9 Let BTl and BT2 be binding-time types. Then, BTl and BT2 are assign-
ment binding-time types equivalent if there exists a BT E Bt-type such that:
f,t,'f} 1--~~8i9n-eqUiv (BT1,BT2) ---l- BT
where the relation 1--~~si9n-equiv is defined in figure 6.21.
The binding-time type checking rules for assignment binding-time types equivalence are
similar in style to the binding-time type checking rules for operation binding-time types
equivalence.
The rules define valid left-expression and (right) expression binding-time types in an
assignment and return the binding-time type of the assignment.
6.5.10 Binding-time type checking of jumps
Definition 6.10 Lf';t j be a jump in a block, f be a type environment defined for all type
names in the type definitions list, t be an environment defined for all variable names in
the variable declarations list, and 17 be a type table defined for all type names in the type








- e I-bt ( .) - E I-bt .
7" t ,'1 a""iqna aT, I f] jump 3
'T,E, 71l-gtock (I (a·) j)
--
Figure 6.23: Binding-time checking rules for blocks
- - I-bt .
T, E:, 17 jump J
where the relation I-~tmp is defined in figure 6.22.
A goto jump will always be remov~d at specialization time, so it should be annotated
as non-underline.
The rules for if jumps are defined only for the non-underline and the underline versions.
The jump is annotated based on the binding-time type returned by the expression e.
A return jump is always annotated as underline because opposite to goto jump, all
occurences of return will be residualized at specialization time.
6.5.11 Binding-time type checking of blocks
Definition 6.11 Let b be a block in a program, if be a type environment defined for all type
names in the type definitions list, E be an environment defined for all variable names in
the variable declarations list, and 17 be a type table defined for all type names in the type
definitions list. Then, the block b is binding-time type correct iff:
- - I- bt bT, E:, 1] block
where the relation I-~~ock is defined in figure 6.23.
The binding-time type checking rules for blocks are textually equal with their corre-







where f = empty Type-environment
t empty Variable-environment
Figure 6.24: Binding-time type checking rule for programs
6.5.12 Binding-time type checking of programs
Definition 6.12 Let p == (<<j*Hd*)) (x*) (b+)) be an program and T/ be a type list
defined for all type names in the type definition list. Then, the program p is binding-time
type correct iff:
T/ f-t~o9 P
where the relation f-t~o9 is defined in figure 6.24·
The binding-time type checking rules for programs is also textually equal with its cor-
responding type checking rules.
6.6 Three-level FCL semantics <'
<tl
-
In this section, we formally define the semantics of the three-level FCL language. This also
defines the semantics of the specialization. Specialization is guided by annotations that are
attached to constructs by the previous binding-time type checking. The non-underlined
program constructs will be computed away, the underlined program constructs will be
residualized, and the dash-underline program constructs will be computed and residualized.
6.6.1 Partial evaluation traces
Similar to the FCL evaluation semantics in chapter 5, we will formaliz·e the specialization
semantics in terms of partial evaluation traces, that contain values only for known infor-
mations. For example, the following is a partial evaluation traces for the power program
with the known parameter n = 2. In this example, we represent an unknown value with a
special tag D.
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u E PE-Ivalue Loc U Left-expression U (Left-expression x Loc)
u' E PE-value Value U Expression U (Expression x Value)
v E Value Nat + Loc + Array + Record
n E Nat IN
h E Loc IN U {nil}
0' E Array-map IN -+Loc
Array Array-map x IN x IN
p E Record Variable -+ Lac
I E Label = Block-label U halt(IN)
T E Type-environment Variable -+ Record-type-environment
Record-type-environment Variable -+ Type
E Variable-environment Variable -+ Loc
IT E Store Loc -+ PE-value
r E Block-map Block-Iabel-+ Block
Figure 6.25: Specialization rules semantics domains and values
(start, [m H D, n H 2, result H 0])
--7 (test, [m H D,n H 2, result H 1J)
--7 (loop, lm H D, n H 2, result H 1J)
--7 (test, [m H D,n H 1, result f--t DJ)
:J!
--7 (loop, [m H D, n f--t 1, result f--t DJ) •
(test, [m H D, n H 0, resul t f ~ OJ) CD--7
tJ)
-+ (done, [m f--t 0, n f--t 0, result f -~ OJ) I
_.-t (halt, [m H D, n f--t 0, resul t f-+ OJ)
A?
6.6.2 Semantics domains and values
Domains and values of the specialization rules are presented in figure 6.25.
• A semantic PE-Ivalue U E PE-Ivalue Lac u Left-expression u
(Left-expression x Lac) where Lac is an h E Lac = IN U {nil}.
• A semantic PE-value w E PE-value Value U Expression U (Expression x Value).
--
• A semantic value v E Value Nat + Lac + Record + Array is one of the following:
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o An n E Nat = IN.
o An h E Loc.
o An a E Array-map = IN -t Loc is a partial function mapping an array in-
dex E IN to its memory location E Loc. The array value in Array =
Array-map x IN x IN consist of an array map, and the upper and lower bound
of the array index set.
o ApE Record = Variable---+ Loc.
• A semantic value l E Label = Block-label U halt.
• A type environment f E Type-environment is a partial function from a variable
E Variable to p E Record-type~environment, where a p is a mapping from a variable
E Variable to its type E Type.
• An environment c E Variable-environment is a partial function that maps a variable
E Variable to its location E Loc.
• A store (J" E Store is a partial function from a location E Loc to its PE-value E
PE-value.
6.6.3 Specialization of type definitions
Let F E Type-definition-Iist be a residual FCL program type definitions list. The special-
ization of type definitions is defined as a transition relation from Type-definition-list and
Type-definition to Type-definition-list, as follows:
F I-spec f- ~ F 1
del
and this relation is defined in figure 6.26.
The first. rule is for a single non-underlined type definition. The rule returns the original
residual FCL program type definitions list F without any modification.
The second rule and the third rule are defined for a single underlined type definition and
a single dash-underlined type definition respectively. These rules use a new data structure
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:F r::~c (record x «x I : t.:. ) ... (xn : t,," ))) => :F
"Vi E {I, ... , n} . Vi-l r~:~~-gen (x;,t,,;) => Vi
where Vo = empty Variable-declaration-list
:F r:~~c (record x i (Xl : t". ) ... (Xn : t,," n.2. => :F6 (record x V n )
"Vi E {l, ... ,n} . Vi-l r~:~~_gen (Xi, t",) => Vi
where Vo = empty Variable-declaration-list
:F r Apet 0 => :Fdel'
:F r~pec j => :F' :F' r·pec (j-) => :F"de [ def~
--
Figure 6.26: Specialization rules for type definitions
V E Variable-declaration-list which essentially is a residual FCL program variable declara-
tions list. Both rules are evaluated as follow. First, we repeatedly insert 2 a new residual
FCL variable declaration at the end of the variable declarations list V using rules in fig-
ure 6.27. This process begins with an empty Variable-declaration-list (Vo). Then, we insert
a new FCL record type definition using the final modification of the variable declarations
list (Vn ) as its component at the end of the FCL type definitions list :F and return this
FCL type definitions list.
The fourth and the fifth rules define the specialization rules for an empty type definition
and a sequence of type definitions.
6.6.4 Specialization of variable declarations
Let V E Variable-declaration-list be a residual FCL program variable declarations
list. The specialization of variable declarations is defined as a transition rela-
tion from Type-environment, Variable-environment, Store, Variable-declaration-list,
Loc, and Variable-declaration to Type-environment. Variable-environment, Store,
Variable-declaration-list, and Loc, as follows:
26 is the symbol of snoc function which will add a singleton at the end of a list
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T,e,U, V,h "":~:f (x : t> =? (<:[x >-+ h],u'[h >-+ v], V',h") where h' = succ(h)
T,<:,U, V,h ....:~:~ i!..-;. t2 =? (f:[x >-+ h],u[h >-+ make-var(h)], V,h') where h' = Bucc(h)
where h' = succ(h)T, (1, V,h' ""::f~ t =? (v, u', V', h")T,<:,U, V,h "":~:f '(~n: i? =? (<:[x >-+ h],u/[h >-+ (make-var(h),v)], V',h")
T,<:,U, V,h f-~~~~" 0 =? (c:.u, V,h)
V .... "pec (h i'- =? V'decl-gen ' 'I
where d = (x : t)
T <: U V' h f-"pec d=? (e' u
'
V" hi) T <:' u' V" h' ...."pec (d:) =? (<:" u" VIII h")
, " 'decl '" , , , , decl" , , ,
f, <:, U, V, h ....~:~~" (d d·) =? (<:", u", VIII, h")
Figure 6.27: Specialization rules for variable declarations
- h spec ~ (' I , ')T,c,O",'D, r ded d=} E,O",'D,h
and this relation is defined in figure 6.27.
The first three rules are the specialization rules for a single variable declaration. They
cover the case where the variable declaration is either a non-underlined, an underlined, or a
dash-underlined variable declaration. These rules are evaluated like the evaluation rules for
variable declarations, except for a slight different with the underlined version and the dash-
underlined version. Instead of setting the store so that the next available location maps to
the variable initial value (by invoking rules in figure 6.31 and figure 6.32), we map it to a
unique new variable name corresponds to h (by invoking function make-var that converts a
location to a variable) that represents the variable x in the residual code for the underlined
version and with a tuple containing the unique new variable name and the variable initial
value for the dash-underlined version.
The fourth rule defines the meaning of the specialization rule for an empty variable
declaration.
Since not all residual variable declarations are going to be residualized (e.g. variable
declarations in an underlined or a dash-underlined type definition), we generate a new
H4
f,a,1J,h' f-~pec t=> (v,a',1J',h")
f,a,a, 1J,h f- array-init (n,t => (a[n >-+ h],CT'[h >-+ v),1Y,h")
if i is a non-underlined type
where h' = succ(h)
T, a, a, V, h f-=~;:Y-init {n, i) => (a[n >-+ hI, a[h >-+ make-var(h»), V, h')
f. a, V, h' f-"pec i => (v, 0-', 1J', h")
T, a, CT, V, h f- array-init (n, t => (a[n >-+ hI, a'[h >-+ (make-var(h), v)], V', h")
if i is an underlined type
where h' = succ(h)
if i is a dash-underlined type
where h' = succ(h)
Figure 6.28: Specialization rules for array members initialization
residual FCL variable declaration and append it into the list not when we specialize each
variable declaration, but when we specialize a sequence of variable declarations, as we can
see in the last rule in the figure. With this method, we can use the specialization rules for
a single variable declaration for general situations.
6.6.5 Specialization of array members initialization
Let V E Variable-declaration-list be a residual FCL program variable declarations list.
The specialization of array members initialization is defined as a transition relation
from Type-environment, Array-map, Store, Variable-declaration-list, Loc, IN, and Type to
Type-environment, Array-map, Store, Variable-declaration-list, and Loc, as follows:
f, a, a, V, h f-~~~~Y-init (n, i) =} (a', a', V', h')
and this relation is defined in figure 6.27.
The specialization rules for array members initialization are evaluated similar to the
specialization rules for a singe variable declaration in the previous subsection, except these
rules use a natural number (array index) instead of a variable.
6.6.6 Specialization rules to generate residual variable declarations
Let V be a residual FCL program variable declarations list. The specialization rules
to generate a residual variable declaration are defined as a transition relation from
Variable-declaration-list, Variable, and Type to Variable-declaration-list, as follows
V f-~~~-gen {x, i} =} V'
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7) f- Jpec (t~ 7)decl-gen X, ~ if i is a. non-underlined type
if i is not a non-underlined type
.pee •f- tllpe t => t
'D I-'Pec (l) 'D "( t)decl-gen X, ~ u X :
Figure 6.29: Specialization rules for residual variable declaration generations
where this relation is defined in figure 6.29.
The purpose of the rules is to generate an FCL residual variable declaration whenever
the annotated type i binding-time mode is residual and to insert the residual variable
declaration at the end of the residual FCL program variable declarations list V.
The rules a.re straightforward.
6.6.7 Specialization of residual types
Definition 6.13 Let i be an annotated type. Then, the specialization of the annotated
type i yields a type tiff:
r spec i :::} t
type
where the relation r::;~ is defined in figure 6.30.
The specialization rules for residual types are a set of rules defined for the underlined
and the dash-underlined types only. These rules return the corresponding residual FCL
type t for the annotated type i as we can see in figure 6.30.
6.6.8 Specialization of static types
Definition 6.14 Let i be an annotated type, f be a type environment defined for all type
names in the type definitions list, a be the current store, V be a residual FCL program
variable declarations list, and h be a next available location. Then, the specialization of the
static annotated type i yields a value v, a new store (71, a possibly modified residual FCL
program variable declarations list, and a new next available location hi iff:
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Nat twe
f-:;;~ nat => Dat
Access type
f-. pec i => ttupe
f-:;;~ tl => (access t)
Army type
Record type
f-. pec i => tt"pe
f-::;~ (record xl => (record xl
Figure 6.30: Specialization rules for residual types
- -n h Lspec tA (. I -nl h')7,0",v, 'init.=} V,O,v,
where the relation f-:~:tC is defined in figur('; 6..11 and figure 6.32.
The specialization rules for static types are a complementary set of rules for the spe-
cialization rules for residual types in the previous subsection. As expected, these rules are
defined only for the non-underlined and the dash-underlined types.
The rules are evaluated like their corresponding evaluation rules in chapter 5, except
with a slight difference for non-underlined array types and non-underlined record types. In
those rules, we also generate a new residual FCL program variable declaration using rules
in figure 6.29 and append it into the residual FCL program variable declarations list V.
6.6.9 Specialization of left-expressions
Definition 6.15 Let le be an annotated If-ft-expression, f be a type environment defined
for all type nam(';s in the type definitions list, c be an environment defined for all variable
names in the variable declarations list, 0" be the current store, 1) be a residual FCL program
variable declarations list, and h be a next available location. Then, the specialization of the
annotated left-expression le yields a PE-lvalue u, a new store 0"', a possibly modified residual
FeL program variable declarations list, and a new next available location h' iff:
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Nat type
of,l1, V,h f-:~~i nat ~ (nat(O), I1, V,h)
Access type
of,l1, V.h f-:~~; .(~~~~.~~ i) ~ (loc(nil).I1, V,h)
'Vi E {nl •... ,nd . 1>i-l f-~~~~_g"n (hi-l,ii) ~ 1>:_1
T.ai-I,l1i-I.1>:_l'hi-l f-:~~~II-init (i. ti) ~ (ai, l1i.1>i,hi)
where ani -1 empty Array-map
O"nl-l == (J'
V n1 -l = 1>
hnl-l h
Array type
T, 11. V, h f-:~i; (access t) ~ (Ioc(nil), 11, V, h)
'Vi E {nl,'" ,n2} . f,ai-l.l1i-l.1>:_l'hi-l f-:~~~II-init (i, ti) ~ (ai,l1i.1>i.hi)




Figure 6.31: Specialization rules for static types (part 1)
T, £,~, 1), h r:::; fe ::::} (u, ~/, 1)1, hi)
where the relation r:::; is defined in figure 6.33 and figure 6.34.
The specialization of variable reference, non-underlined access dereference, non-
underlined array indexing, and non-underlined record indexing left-expressions are similar
to their evaluation counterparts.
The first rule is the specialization rule for a get-dyn operator. The rule is evaluated
by evaluating the left-expression fe yielding a location he, which is then used to extract a
variable x from the store ~. The rule returns the variable x.
The specialization rule for get-res operator is justified similar to the specialization rule
for a get-dyn operator, except that the store associated with the location he is a tuple
containing a variable x and a value v. The rule returns a tuple containing the variable x
awi the location he·








Xl ~ i l ]
f(X) = _
X n ~ tn
Vi E {l, ... ,n} . Vi-ll-~~~~_9.n (hi-l,ii) ~V:_l
f,Pi-l,Ui-1>V:_l,hi-ll-~:~(Xi: ii) => (Pi,Ui,Vi,hil




Vi E {l, ... ,n} f,Pi-\,Ui-l,Vi-l,hi-ll-~~~~(Xi: ii) => (p"Uj,V"hil




Figure 6.32: Specialization rules for static types (part 2)
ized by evaluating the expression e which returns an FCL expression e for the underlined
version or a tuple containing an FCL expression e and a non nil location he for the dash-
underlined version. The underlined version rule returns a residual FCL access dereference
left-expression and the dash-underlined version rule returns a tuple containing a residual
FCL access dereference left-expression and the location he. In both cases, the residual FCL
access dereference has the FCL expression e as its component.
To specialize an underlined and a dash-underlined array indexing left-expressions, we
have to specialize annotated expressions el and e2. For the underlined version, the special-
ization returns FCL expressions el and e2 respectively. For the dash-underlined version,
the el specialization returns a tuple containing an FCL expression el and an array value
with a as its array-map, while the e2 specialization returns a nat value n. The overall spe-
cialization returns a residual FCL array indexing left-expression for the underlined version
or a tuple containing a residual PCL array indexing left-expression with literal nat value n
as its component and a location for the dash-underlined version.
The specialization rules for the underlined and the dash-underlined record indexing
left-expressions are justified by first evaluating the annotated expression e which returns
a residual FCL expression e for the underlined version or a tuple containing a residual
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Get variable from dynamIc left-expression
T,£,a,V,H-:::; ~~ (he,cr,V',h') a'(hel = x
T,£,a,V,hf-:::; (get-dynk)::;. (x,a',V',h')
Get variable and location from static-residual left-expression
T,£,a, V,h f-:::; ~::;. (he,a', V',h') a'(hel = (x,v)
7', £, a, 1), h f-:::; (get-res ;;) ::;. «(x, he), a', V', h')
Variable reference
f,£,a, V,h f-;::; x::;' (£(x), a, V,h)
Access dereference
T,£,a,V,hf-:~~Ce::;'(loc(hel,a',V',h') he "I nil
- .... h f- spee (d 4' -) (h I Vi hi)T,e.,U,v, lezp ere.a. e => e,U, I
f,£,a, V,h f-:~ec e::;. «e,loc(he»),a', 1)',h') he "I nil
7',£,a, V,h f- 1ezp _(~~~~~ e) ~ ( (den! e),he), ,V ,h)
Figure 6.33: Specialization rules for left-expressions (part 1)
FCL expression e and a record value for the dash-underlined version. For the underlined
version, the overall rule returns a residual FCL record indexing left-expression, while for
the dash-underlined version, it returns a tuple containing a residual FCL record indexing
left-expression and a location extracted from the relation p for the variable x.
6.6.10 Specialization of expressions
Definition 6.16 Let e be an annotated exp1'esswn, f be a type environment defined for
all type names in the type definitions list, E: be an environment defined for all variable
names in the variable declarations list, a be the current store, V be a residual FCL program
variable declarations list, and h be a next available location. Then, the specialization of the
annotated expression e is aPE-value w, a new store (71, a possibly modified residual FCL
program variable declarations list, and a new next available location hi iff:









T,e:,O', V,h I-:~~c el ~ (array(a,nt,n2),u', -pi,h')
f,e:,O",V',h'I-:~ece2 ~ (nat(n),u", V"h")
T,e:,O', V,h I-:~c el ~ (et,u', V/,h/ )
T,E,(T', V',h' I-:~~c e2 => (e2'UII' V"h")





,V', hi I-:~ec e2 ~ (nat(n), u", V" h")
Record indexing
T, e:, u, V, h I-:~ec e~ (record (p), u', V', h')
T,e:,IT, V, h I- lezp (recmem ex) ~ (p(x ,IT ,V, h)
f,e:,u,V,h I-:~ec e~ (e,u',V',h')
T,e:,O'. V,h 1-1ezp (recmem ex) ~ (recmem e x),O' , V ,h)
T, e:, 0', V, h I-:~ec e~ ((e, record (p» ,0", V' ,h')
f,e:,u, V,h 1-1ezp _(:~~~~~e ~_~ ~ (((recmem e x),p(x) ,Cf ,V ,h
Figure 6.34: Specialization rules for left-expressions (part 2)
where the relation ~~~~c is defined in figure 6.35, figure 6.36 and figure 6.37.
A constant, a non-underlined binary operation, and a non-underlined nil expressions are
specialized in a lllanner similar to their evaluation counterparts.
The specialization rules for variable reference, access dereference, array indexing and
record indexing expressions are quite similar to their corresponding specialization rules for
left-expressions. The only difference is in these rules, instead of returning a location or a
tuple containing a location, they return a PE-value or a tuple containing a PE-value where
the PE-value is extracted from the store for the location.
Lifting returns the literal of the nat value n.
A get-val operation and a get-exp operation are evaluated by extracting the result of
specializing the dash-underlined expression e. The get-val operation extracts the value
part, while the get-exp operation extracts the expression part.
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Coruto.nt
T, l:, <T, V, /l. 1-::;< n ~ (nat(n),<:r, v, Il)
Lift
;:-~l:.O'.Dth."'::i(e => (nat(n),O",~/.h')
T, t:, (7. 1), II "'::,1; (lift i) => (n. cr' I V', hi)
Get v(11u~
Gd eZpreUlOTl
T, l:, <:r, V, h 1-::;< % ~ (<T(l:(%)), <T, V, h)
Binary operation
T,titO'I'D,h l-:~;e e1 => (vllu',D',h/)
f,e,tj','D'.h't-::;c e2 => ('V2.Uu,'D",h") crlltOpl-~tec (VI, V2) ~ v
T, e:, cr, '0, h ... ::;c (op et i2) => (v, (7". V" I h ')
Figure 6.35: Specialization rules for expressions (part 1)
An underlined binary operation is evaluated by first evaluating annotated expressions el
and e2 yielding FCL expressions el and e2 respectively. The overall rule returns a residual
FCL binary operation expression with el and e2 as its left and (right) expression.
The specialization rules for non~underlined new expressiona are defined for three different
conditions based on the binding-time type of the annotated type i. The first rule covers
the case where the annotated type i is a non-underlined type. The rule is justified similar
to the evaluation rule for new expressions.
The second rule covers the case where the annotated type i is an underlined type. This
rule (and the next rule) represents the actual specialization process to remove dynamic
allocation (dynamism) in the configurable system. In this case, dynamism generated via
new expression is replaced with a new residual variable (static allocation) declared using
rules in figure 6.29. The variable name is saved in the store (J so it can be referenced when
later needed.
The third rule covers the case where the annotated type i is it dash-underlined type.
Acce... dereference
T,~, tT, 1>, 11. ...:::c e~ (Ioc(he),a', 7)', h') he =F nil
f,e,O',V,h~::;e (dorot.!) ~ (O"(h.l,O",V',h')
f, e, 0', V, h ~:~~c i ~ «e, loe(h.), 0", 'D', h') he -I- nil 0" (he) = (0:, v)
T, Co,a, 1>, h. t-:~;e .(d.r.1 e? => ({(daret e), v).a l ,V' I hi)
New
i£ i is a non·underlined type
where h' = 4ucc(h)
'D I-~~:~-qe" (h, 1) ~ 'D' if i is an underlined type
where h' = 4ucc(h)
f,e,O','D,h 1-::;" (.0. t) ~ (loc(h),O"(h ..... (make-••r(h),v}],'D",h") if i i. a dash-underlined typewhere h' = 4ucc(h)
... 41 p ec i =- t
t"pc
if i i. 8 dMh-underiined type
where h' = 4ucc(h)
if i i. an underlined type
where h' = .ucc(h)
f,e,O','D,h 1-::;" !!!!!tl.~ «.U t),O',V,h)
1- 4 "" f~ thtpe
T, e , u, 'V, h l-:e;E (nil t) => (loc(nil)l (T. V, h)
Nil
Figure 6.36: Specialization rules for expressions (part 2)
The rule evaluation is essentially a combination of the first and the second rule evaluations
above.
The specialization rule for underline new expressions returns a residual FCL new ex-
pression.
For dash-underlined new expressions, the specialization rules are also defined for cases
based on the binding-time type of the annotated type i. If the annotated type i is an
underlined type, then the rule returns a tuple containing a new residual FCL new expression
and the next available location h. For completeness, the store associated with the location h




T,~, a J 11)'. h' .... :~;c e2 ~ (n,t(n). u" I 1)'J h") nl < " < "2
f, ',0', 1>,h I-::;c <0 i1 i2) ~ (O''' (Q(n)),O''', 1>", hil )
i",~,a,'D,h ... ::;c: et => (el'cr',V', h')
1", e, a', 1)', hi ~:~;c C2 => (e2. er", 1)" h")
f,:!,a,'D,hl-::;C el =- «el ,arrOllY(Q,nl,n2»,a',V', h'}
f,~,a',V',ht ....::;c e2 =- (nat(n),cr",'D"h") ,,"(o(n» = {XlV) n] < n < "2
f,.,O',1>,hl-:~~c .CO e1 i2) ~ «((0 'I n),v),O''',1>'',h'')
Record indezing
f,.,O',1>,hl-::~Ci~ «e,rccord(p»),O",1>',h') O"(p(:r» = (:r',v)
T,!',C7,'D , h ~::;e ~recaell e ~l::::> ({(recae. e X),V),U', V',h')
Figure 6.37: Specialization rules for expressions (part 3)
dynamic allocation that actually will never be dereferenced). If the annotated type i is
a dash-underlined type, then the rules return the same tuple as above, while the store
associated with the location h is updated with a tuple containing the location and the
annotated type i initial value.
The specialization rules for underlined and dash-underlined nil expressions return a
residual FCL nil expression and a tuple containing a residual FCL nil expression and a nil
location respectively.
6.6.11 Specialization of operations
Definition 6.17 Let op be an operator in an expression, VI and V2 be values, and a be the
current store. Then, the specialization of operation op between VI and V2 is a value v iff:
where the relation f-~ec is defined in figure 6.38 and figure 6.39.
The specialization rules for an operation are textually equal with their evaluation rule
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Operation specialization for op E {+. -, _, /}
ifop E {+. -, ., /}
Operation specialization for op E {>, gte, <, Ite}
if op E {>, gte, <, It_)
ifop E {>, gte. <.Ite}jaise-vaiue«(op) nl n2)
17, op r~~ec (nat(nd , nat(n2)) -+ nat(O)
Figure 6.38: Specialization rules for operations (part 1)
counterparts.
6.6.12 Specialization of assignments
Definition 6.18 Let a be an annotated assignment, f be a type environment defined Jor all
type names in the type definitions list, c; be an environment defined Jor all variable names in
the variable declarations list, a be the current store, V be a residual FCL program variable -~'
•
declarations list, A be a residual FCL program assignments list, and h be a next available
location. Then, the specialization oj the assignment ais a a new store a', a possibly modified
residual FCL program variable declarations list, a possibly modified residual FCL program
assignments list, and a new next available location hi iff:
- TI A h Lspec A (' TIl AI hi}T, C;, a, v, , ,-assign a => a, v, ,
where the relation f-~:~gn is defined in figure 6.4 o.
The first rule in the figure is the specialization rule for single non-underlined assignments.
The rule is similar to the evaluation rule for an assignment from the previous chapter.
The second rule is the specialization rule for single non-underlined assignments. First,
we specialize the annotated expression e and the annotated left-expression le yielding a
residual FCL expression e and a residual FCL left-expression le respectively. Then, using
these FCL expressions, we generate a residual FCL assignment and append it into the
g.)
-Operation specialization for op E {=, neq}
Nat
a,op I-~~ec (nat(n), nat(n» ---+ nat(l)
a, 0'fJ I-~~ec (nat(nl) , nat(n2») ---+ nat(O)
Loc
a, op I-~~ec (Ioc(h) , loc(h» ---+ nat(l)
17, op I-~~ec (Ioc(hd , loc(h2) ---+ nat(O)
Array
if op E {=, neq}
if op E {=, neq}
if op E {=, neq}
if op E {=, neq}
Record
3i E {nl,"" n2} . a, op I-~~~c (a(al (in, a(a2(i))) ---+ nat(O)
17,ap I-~~ee (array(al,nl,n2), array(a2,nl,n2» ---+ nat(O)
if op E {=, neq}
if op E {=, neq}
if op E {=, neq}
if op E {=, neq}
Figure 6.39: Specialization rules for operations (part 2)
residual FOL program assignments list A.
The specialization of single dash-underlined assignments is a combination of the non-
underlined and the underlined assignment specializations. We update the value like in the
first rule and residualize an FOL assignment like in the second rule.
The fourth and the fifth rules is the specialization rules for an empty assignment and a
sequence of assignments.
6.6.13 Specialization of assignment-updates
Definition 6.19 Let h be a location, w be aPE-value, (J be the current store, and A be a
residual FCL program assignments list. Then, the meaning of the specialization rules for
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f E: a V A h f- apec (k:= e) => (alii V" A' h")
, , , '-I a..8,ngn I , ,
f, c,.CT, V, h f-;~~c e => (e, CT', V', h')
f E: CT' V' h' f- apec Ie => (Ie CT" V" h")
" I 'Iezp ",
f c CT V A h f- apec (i~·= e) => (a" V" A~(le :"' e) h")I , , , J Q"dtgn _ ~ _ " ,
T E: CT V A h f-.pe~ (i;:= e) => (a'" V" A' ~(le := e) h")
I • ) " a.HHgn . __. " ,
- -... A h Lspte () (I -...1 AI hi)T,e,O",L/, "a.""igne => a,v, ,
f, E:,a, V,A, h f-:~~~ n a=> (CT', V', A' ,h') f,c, CT', V', A', h' f-:~:~ n. (a") => (a", V" ,A", h")
f.E:,CT,V,A,hf-auigna (aa")=> CT ,V ,A ,h)
Figure 6.40: Specialization rules for assignments
the assignment-updates for hand w is a new store a', and a possibly modified residual FCL
program assignments list iff:
a, A I-::;'~~te (h , w) -t (a', A')
where the relation I-::;'~te is defined in figure 6.41 and figure 6.42.
The first rule for assignment-updates covers the case where w E Variable. In this
case, we residualize an FCL assignment with the variable extracted from the store for the
lor.ation h as its left-expression and the variable x as its (right) expression.
The second rule covers the case where w E Nat. In this case, we simply update the
store a associated with the location h with the nat value n.
If w E Loc, then we have to consider two different cases. The first case is applied when
the store value associated with location h is another location. In this case, we update the
store a associated with the location h with the PE-value w.
The second case is applied when the store value associated wit.h location h is a tuple




cr, A f-:':~:t. (h , n~t(n» ~ (crth ..... n.t(n»). A)
Loc
cr(hl = Io<:(h")
Figure 6.41: Specialization rules for assignment-updates (part 1)
the location h with a tuple containing the variable x and the PE-value w.
The last rule in figure 6.41 is defined when the PE-value w is a tuple containing a
variable and a location. This rule is evaluated like the previous rule. Addition to that, we
generate a new FCL assignment and append it into the residual FCL program assignments
list A.
The specialization rules for assignment-updates for array and record are actually similar
in style to the previous rules for location. The difference is in these rules we are also update
their members. These rules can be seen in figure 6.42.
6.6.14 Specialization of jumps
Definition 6.20 Let 3 be an annotated jump, T be a type environment defined for all type
names in the type definitions list, € be an environment defined for all variable names in
the variable declarations list, a be the current store, V be a residual FCL program variable
declarations list, and h be a next available location. Then, the specialization of the jump 3
yields a set of labels {ll, ... , In}, a residual FCL jump j, a new store a', a possibly modified
residual FCL program variable declarations list, and a new next available location h' iff:
T, c, a.V, h I-j~~p 3::::} ({lll'" ,In},j, a', V', h')





if(C7,_t<a(i)) = (:r:,tI» or (C7,_da(i» = tI)
a;_l,A'_1 f-:~~:,. (a" (i) , tI) .... (C7;,.A;)
Vi E {nl,'" ,n2} C7'_I,A'_l f-:~~:.. (0,,(_), C7;_l(a(i») .... (C7"AIl
where U"]_l 0-
A nJ - l A
where tT"'l-l a
I7(Il) = (:r:", array(",,,, n" n2» A ... , -1 A
if(a;_da(i» = (:r:',tI» or (C7,_da(i)) = tI)
O'i_1 • ...4.._ 1 ....~~~:h (Oh(i). v) -+ (a,.A.)
where O'nl-l cr
I7(Il) = (:r:", array(a", n" n2)) A,'J _I A
Record
Vi E {I, . .. ,n} . C7;_I.A'_1 f-:~~:,. (p,,(:r:;), C7,_dp(:r:;») .... ("i,A;)
where 0'0 = "
.Ao = A
jf (C7;_dp(:r:;) = (:r:, tI» or (17;-1 (p(:r:;) = tI)
C7'_I,A'_1 f-:~~co.. (p,,(:r:;), tI) .... (17" A;)
if (17;-1 (p(:r:;}) = (:r:', v» or (17'-1 (p(:r:;) = v)
O'i-lI.A.'i-l t-:~~:te (P~(:Z:i) I v) -+ (OilAi)
where 0'0 q
Ao A
ViE {l .... ,n}
Vi E {I, ... , n}
C7,A 1<~~eOI' (Il, (:r:,record(p») .... (an, (:r:" :.:r:):: An)
where 0'0 C7
I7(Il) = ("",record(p,,» Ao A
A goto jump specialization returns its labell and an FCL goto jump that point to a
Figure 6.42: Specialization rules for assignment-updates (part 2)
new version of the block labeled l that is specialized with respect to the current store a.
The specialization rules for if jumps are defined for tmee different conditions, If the
result of specializing the annotated expression e is a nat value and the test result is true,
then the labell1 (label for the true branch) and a new residual FeL goto jump that point
to a version of the block labeled l that is specialized with respect to the current store a are
returned. Similarly, if the test result is false, but instead of i1, we use the label l2 (label
for the false branch). If the result of specializing the annotated expression e is an FCL
expression e, then the if jump cannot be computed at specialization time. We return a set
containing labell1 and labell2 together with a new residual FCL if jump.




T,~,U, 'D,h I-;::p (goto I) =? W}, (goto (l,u»,u, 'D,h)
If
Return
Figure 6.43: Specialization rules for jumps
6.6.15 Specialization of blocks
Definition 6.21 Let b be a block in the annotated program, f be a type environment defined
for all type names in the type definitions list, E: be an environment defined for all variable
names in the variable declarations list, (J" be the current store, V be a residual FCL program
variable declarations list, and h be a next available location. Then, the specialization of the
block b is a set of labels {II,"" In}, a residual FCL program block b, a possibly modified
residual FCL program variable declarations list, and a new next available location h' iff:
where the relation rj~~p is defined in figure 6.44.
In our application, we do the transition compression on the fly where we compress
transitions whenever the jump is a goto or a non-underlined if jump. When we specialize
a block, every time we encounter these jumps, we immediately process the destination
block and merge the results. This process continue until we encounter a return jump or an
underlined if jump.
The first rule is the specialization rule for single blocks. It is defined if the annotated
jump 3specialization result is not a goto jump. This means that the annotated jump is
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Block
1',£,0', V,A,h 1-:~~~9no (a·) => (cr', rY,A',h')
where A = empty Assignment-list
- I "" hi I-0pec -. ({I' I' {I }}' II ",II h"}T,£,a IV, iumpJ.::) i 'I E , ... ,n ,J,q ,v •
1', £,0', V, h t-:r::k (l (a·) j) => W: liE {I, ... ,n H, ((1,0') A' j), 0''' , V", h")
if j 1: (goto l')
'f,£,u,V,A,hl-~~~~9no(a") => (u',VI,A',h' )
where A = empty Assignment-list
'f £ 0" V' h'l-°pec J' => ({I'} (goto I') 0'" V" h")
" , , Jump , t ~ ,
if e cr" V" h" I-0pec r(I') => ({I" liE {I n}} ((I' 0'") A" J') _", V/II hili)
" J I black i ' ... , " ,v, ,T, £, 0', V, h I-:r::k (l (a") j) => ({I:' liE {I, ... ,n}}, (1,0') A' *A" j), cr''', v"', hili)
Blocks transition
either an underlined if or a return jump. The rule returns a set of labels to execute and a
Figure 6.44: Specialization rules for blocks












specialized FCL block corresponded to this block.
The second rule is the case where the result is a goto jump which means that the
annotated jump is either a goto or a non-underlined if jump, In this case, after specializing
the assignment and the jump, we continue the specialization process with the destination
block. The rule returns a set of labels to execute from the destination block and a specialized
FCL block corresponded to this block and the destination block.
In the blocks transition rules, we use three new data structures as follow:
• a seen-before list S is a list containing the configurations that have already been
processed,
• a pending list P is a list containing the configurations that are pending to be process
and






F f- apec ('-') ~ F'deja
T,f:,(1, D,h f-~:~fa (~") ~ f:',u', D',h'
V. E {l, ... ,nIj . (1 [Xi 0-+ nil
f-r {P, 5, 13, (1/1, h') --+ (P', 5',8', (11/1, h/l)
where n" nl,···,n"l
x· = Xl,··· ,Xn 2
Xl. = Xl,o."Xn 2-nl
T empty Type-environment
f: empty Variable-environment
(1 = initiaJ Store
h = initail Loc
'P contains initiaJ configuration
'P' = empty pending list
5 = empty seen-before list
F = empty residuaJ type definitions list
7) = empty residual variable declarations list
13 empty residual blocks list
f-~~~~ («(j")(dn) (x") «b+»), (n"») ~ «(7)' :F') (x'") (13'»
Figure 6.45: Specialization rules for programs
The specialization begins with an empty seen-before list and an empty pending list. While
the pending list is not empty, we repeatedly pull the configuration off the pending list,
create a specialized block for that configuration, append this block into the list of residual
FCL program blocks and get a new configuration from the pending list.
The first rule for blocks transition covers the case where the next item in the pending
list is not in the seen-before list (has not been processed before). In this case, the configura-
tion state (l, 0") is removed from the pending list and the block labeled l is specialized with
respect to the current store 0" using of the specialization rules for a block. Destination con-
figuration states (l~, 0"'), where any label halt has been removed using function remove-halt,
are appended into the pending list, the processed block configuration state (l,O") is added
into the seen-before list and the residual block b is inserted at the end of the residual FCL
program blocks list.
The second rule is applied if the next item in the pending list is in the seen-before list













-6.6.16 Specialization of programs
Definition 6.22 Let p be an annotated program and (n*) is a list of natural number rep-
resent program arguments. Then, the specialization of the annotated p is a residual FeL
program pit!:
f- spec /.::. (n*)) => ppTOg \p,
where the relation f-~~~~ is defined in figure 6.45.
To specialize a program, we have to specialize the type definitions list which will return
the residual type definitions list (}*). Then, we specialize the variable declarations list
and update the specialization result a/ for all static and eliminable variable arguments with
their values into a".
Finally, using the blocks transition rules we specialize the programs blocks in the pending
list where the initial pending list P contains the initial configuration with the label from the
first block and the initial store a". The result of specializing the program is a residual FCL
program where x/* are dynamic and residual variable arguments from the original variable
arguments x*
6.7 Implementation and Specialization examples
Both of the interpreter and the specializer that we discussed before are implemented us-
ing Scheme language. We choose this language because it is a very good language for
prototyping and it is easy to use.
The interpreter is divided into three different modules: parser, type-checker, and evalu-
ator. The source code of these modules are listed in appendix A. The specializer is divided
into four different modules: parser, binding-time type check~r. specializer, and unparser,
and their source code can be seen in appendix B.
We have tested our system with fragments from the replicated workers framework (RWF)
from chapter 4, specifically the RWF structure and task types fragment in figure 4.2 and
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-«(record Workerlnfo
«c : (access (record Collectionlnfo) S E»
(av : (access (record ActiveWorker) S E»
(ap : (access (record ActivePool) S E»
(nUlllIn : (net D R»)
S R)
(record CollectionInto
«workers : (array 1 3 (access (record Workerlnto) S E) S E»
(pool (access (record ActivePool) S E»




(ShutDown : (nat D R»
(Execute : (nat DR»)
o R)
(record ActivePool
«StartUp : (nat D R»
(ShutDown : (nat DR»
(Get : (nat D R»
(Put : (nat D R»
(GetResult : (nat DR»
(PutResult : (nat DR»
(Finished: (nat DR»
(Execute: (nat DR»
(Complete : (nat D R»)
DR»
«nUlllWorkers : (nat S E»
(nUlllln : (nat D R»
(c (access (record Collectionlnto) S E»
(i : (nat S E»»
(nUlllWorkers nUlllln)
Figure 6.46: The original FCL-ann fragment of the RWF structure and ta-sk types
the RWF function Create fragment in figure 4.5.
The first step for specializing those fragments is to convert them into FCL-ann language.
Since flowchart language is a very simple language in contra-st to Ada, we have to simulate
some Ada contructs that not exist in the FCL. In the RWF structure and ta-sk types
fragment, we simulate Ada task type constructs (i.e. ActiveWorker and ActivePool) as
dynamic and residual record types and their entries (e.g. StartUp, ShutDoWIl, etc.) as
dynamic and residual nat variables.
The FCL-ann fragment of the RWF structure and ta-sk types is shown in figure 6.46. In

















































Figure 6.47: The specialized FeL fragment of the RWF structure and task type
residual records where the cyclical entry calls between these two structures are annotated
as static and eliminable pointers.
We specialized the fragment ill fignre 6.46 with respect to nurnIn = 3 and the special-
ization result can be seen in figure 6.17.
In the figure, we can see that the record Workerlnfo and the record CollectionInfo
have been specialized into new narrowed structures which contain only residual members,
numIn for Worker Info and done for CollectionInfo.
Variables loc-13, loc-19, and loc-25 are static forms of record WorkerInfo correspond
to three dynamic allocations of the record when the specializer executes the orginal fragmen
of function Create in figure 6.48. Also, variables loc-lB, loc-24, and loc-30 are static













-«create «c :a (new (record CollectionInfo) S E»
«recmem (deret c) done) := 1)
«recmem (deref c) pool) := (new (record ActivePool) S E»
1 (i := 1»
/ (goto build-test»
(build-teat ()
(if (> i 3) cont build-loop»
(build-loop «(0 (recmem (deref c) workers) i) := (new (record Workerlnfo) S E»
«reemu (deref (0 (reemem (deref e) workers) i» c) := c)
«recmem (deref ([] (recmem (deref e) workers) i» awl :=
~. (new (record AetiveWorker) S E»
«recmem (deref ([] (recmem (deref e) workers) i» sp) := (recmem (deref e) pool»
(reemem (deref ([] (recmem (deref e) workers) i» nomIn) := nomIn)
(i := (+ i 1»)
(goto build-test»




(if (> i 3) done ref-loop»
(ref-loop «(recmem (deref (recmem (deret ([] (recmem (deref c) workers) i» awl) StartUp) := 999)J (i:=(+it)))
(goto ref-test»
(done 0
/ Figure 6.48: The original FCL-ann fragment of the RWF function Create
loC-12 is a static form of record ActivePool.
The result of the specialization is as expected where records WorkerInfor and
'CollectionInfo are narrowed into new records and dynamically allocated obj~cts are trans-
formed into static forms.
Together with the fragment above, we also specialized the function Create from the left
side of figure 4.5. We convert this fragment to FCL-ann language like the RWF structure
and task types fragment. The FCL-ann version of function Create is shown in figure 6.48.
In this fragment, we have to simulate Ada boolean true values as constant 1 and Ada task
type entry calls as FCL-ann assignment with the task entry as the left-expression and con-
stant 999 as the assignment right-expression. Also, we desugar the loop in the form of for
"i in 1 .. numWorkers loop ... end loop; into blocks build-test and build-loop.
The result of specializing this fragment with nwnIn = 3 is shown in figure 6.49. In this
figure, we can see that the loop abov:e has been unrolled and chains of dynamically created























«lab-l «(recmem loc-5 done) := 1)
«recmem loc-13 numin) := loc-2)
«recmem loc-19 numin) := loc-2)
«recmem loc-26 numin) := loc-2)
«recmem loc-12 startup) := 999)
«recmem loc-18 startup) := 999)
«recmem loc-24 startup) := 999)
« ~cmem loc-3D startup) := 999»
Figure 6.49: The specialized FCL fragment of the RWF function Create
to the ActiveWorker task) have been resolved, yielding the static name of the entity (e.g.
loc-13 nd loc-i8).
From both specialized fragments, we can see that dynamism and indirect reference in
























In this thesis, we have addressed problem with dynamism in the finite state verification
tools for the configurable system. The presence of of dynamism in the system makes it
difficult to apply current finite state verification techniques to such system.
We tacked the problem using partial evaluation techniques, especially the omine
method. We designed and implemented an offline partial evaluator prototype to eliminate
dYnami,c allocated objects and convert them into static allocated objects. The implemen-
tation can be separated from the existing FSV tools which can significantly extend their
applicability.
\ We developed a new approach in omine partial evaluation using three level language
which we believe can be useful in implementing partial evaluation in complex languages
that involved function calls.
7.2 Assessments
Unfortunaly, not all dynamism can be removed using our approach. When a system is
allocating, dealocating and reorganizing its object structure as it executes, then the spe-
cialization will not be effective.
One way to solve this problem is have the model checker support allocation, deallocation,


























In this thesis, we only implemented the specializer for a small language (i.e. FCL language).
Even though this language is sufficient to illustrate the idea of removing dynamism by
specialization, the language lacks features that exist in modern languages like Ada or Java.
So, the 'ext step is to extend the language to include features from modern languages (e.g.
exceptions and object inheritance).
Also, the experimentation should be broadened to include more examples. The example
of the replicated workers framework that we have in this thesis is just one of many existing
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A.I Module for syntax
; ; ========:-._. =====a:-======================:;:;===.====.=========
;; int-syntax. scm




















.. - (record <vu> «decl>+»
::= «vax> : <type»
::= nat
(access <type»
(array <nat> <nat> <type»
(record <var»
::= «label> «assignment>.) <jump»
::= «lexp> := <exp»
.. - <vax>
I (deref <up»
I ([l <exp> <exp»










(if <exp> <label> <label»
(return <up»
::= + I - I • I I I I > I gte I < I lte I neq
::= 0 I 1 I 2 I ...
"z any symbol
::= any alphanumeric symbol not used as a command,














































































;; converts the FCL from lists to records
;;======,===================~m=====================================
;; program parsing
;; prog (list) -) prog (record)
· ,------- ---------------------------------------------------------, .
(define parse-prog
(lambda (prog)
(let. «parsed-decls (parse-decls (car prog»)
(parsed-params (cadr prog»
(parsed-blocks (map parae-block (caddr prog»)
(begin
(nevline)
(displa.y ".. PARSING COMPLETED .... )
(nevline)
(nevline)
(make-program parsed-decls parsed-params parsed-blocks»»)
·"-----------------------------------------------------------------, .
;; declarations parsing





(let. «tdefs (car dscla»
(vdecls (cadr decls»
(pa.ued-tdeh (map parse-tdef tde·h»
(parsed-vdecls (map parse-vdecl vdecls»)
(make-decls parsed-tdefs parsed-vdecls»»
· ._----------------------------------------------------------------,
;; type definition parsing



























«record) (let. «name (cadr tdef»
(vdecls (caddr tdef»
(parsed-vdecls (map parse-vdecl vdecls»)
(make-tdef name parsed-vdecls»)
(else (error "parse: bad type definition :" tdef»»)
;;-----------------------------------------------------------------
;; variable declaration parsing

















«access) (make-access-type (parse-type (cadr type»»
«array) (make-array-type (cadr type)
(caddr type)
(parse-type (cadddr type»»I «record) (make-rec-type (cadr type»)




(else (error "parse : bad type :" type»»









(map parse-assign (cadr block»
(parse-jump (caddr block»»)
• 0 ----------------------------------------------- _
·.
;; assignment parsing


































«quote) (make-nat (cadr exp»)
«+ - • / =) gte < lte ueq)
(make-app (car exp) (map parse-exp (cdr exp»»
«deref) (make-deref (parse-exp (cadr exp»})
«nev) (make-new (parse-type (cadr exp»»
«nil) (make-nil (parse-type (cadr exp»»
«recmem) (make-recmem (parse-exp (cadr exp»
;/ (caddr exp»)
«[]) (make-arrayref (parse-exp (cadr exp»
(parse-exp (caddr exp»»












«goto) (make-goto (cadr jump»)
«if) (make-if (parse-exp (cadr jump» (caddr jump) (cadddr jump»)
«return) (make-return (parse-exp (cadr jump»»
(else (error "parse: not a jump :" jump»»)
• 0 ----------------------------------------------- _..














































(else (error "check : not a program :" pused-prog}»»
;j-----------------------------------------------------------------
;; declarations type-checking












" type defini ons header scanning
;; tdefs x table -) table







(let. ({tdef (car tdefs)}
{new-table {cons (tdef-)name tdef) table»)
{check-head (cdr tdefs) new-table»}})
.. _----------------------------------------------------------------
"
" type definitions type-checking
/' ;; tdefs « table -) table







(lst* {{tdef (car tdefs})
{name (tdef-)name tdef)})
(if (exist-table? name table)
(error "check :" name 'exist 'in 'type 'definition)
{let* ({vdecla (tdef->vdecls tdef»)
{tdef-table (check-vdecls vdecls empty-table»
(new-table (update-table name tdef-table table»)




;; vdecls x table -) table
;; - build table recursively for type-env





(let* ({vdecl (car vdecls})
{name (vdecl->name vdecl»)
{if (exist-table? name table)
















-(let. (type-checked (c.heck-type (vdecl->type vdecl»)
(new-table (update-table nama type-checked table»)
(check-vdecls (cdr vdecls) new-table»»»)
;;-----------------------------------------------------------------
;; type type-checking





(nat-t e () type)
(access-type (type) (make-a.ccess-type (check-type type»)
(array-type (lover upper type)




(error "check undefined type :" type»)














/' (let'«assigns (block->assigns block»



















(let. ((lexp-type (check-exp lexp»
(exp-type (check-exp exp»)
(check-assign-equiv lexp-type exp-type»)
(else (error "check : not an asaignment :" assign»»)
· ._----------------------------------------------------------------,
;; assignment equivalent type-checking




















(if (not (equal-type? Itype type»
(error "check: non equivalent type in 'assign' :" Itype type»»
j;-----------------------------------------------------------------
;; expression type-checking






(varret (var) (lookup-type-env var»
(app (op exps)
(let. «expl (car exps»
(typel (check-exp expl»
\ (exp2 (cadr exps»
(type2 (check-exp exp2»)
(check-op op typel type2»)
(deret (exp)
(let «exp-type (check-exp exp»)
(variant-case exp-type
(access-type (type) type)
(else (error "check: non pointer type in 'deret' ." exp»»)
(new (type) (make-access-type (check-type type»)
(nil (type) (make-access-type (check-type type»)
(arrayret (vexp exp)





(error "check , non nat type in 'arrayret' :" exp»
0'/ (error "check : non array type in 'arrayret' :" vexp»»
(recmem (exp ver)
let. «exp-type (check-exp exp»)
(it (rec-type? exp-type)
(let «rec-env (lookup-type-table (rec-type->name exp-type»»
(lookup-table vax rec-env»
(error "check: non record type in 'recmem' exp»»




;; op x type x type -) type
· "-----------------------------------------------------------------, .
(deEne check-op
(lambda (op typel type2)
(case op
«+ - • / > gte < lte)
(it (and (nat-type? typel)
(nat-type? type2»
(make-nat-type)
(error "check : nat-type expected in 'op' ." op»)
«= neq)
(it (equal-type? typel type2)
(make-net-type)
(else (error "check : non equivalent type in 'op' ." op»»
(else (error "check: not an operator :" op»»)
0 ----------------------------------------------- _
· check for equal type















«and (nat-type? typel) (nat-type? type2» It)
«and (access-type? typel) (access-type? type2»
(equal-type? (access-type->type typel)
(access-type->type type2»)
«and (array-type? typel) (array-type? type2»
(and (equal? (array-type->lower typel) (array-type->lower type2»
(equal? (array-type->upper typel) (array-type->upper type2»
equal-type? (array-type->type typel)
(array-type->type type2»»
«and (rec-type? typel) (rec-type? type2»










(if (exp then-label else-label)
;; assumption : boolean type equivalent with nat-type
(if (not (nat-type? (check-exp exp»)
(error "check non nat type in 'if' ." exp)
0»
(return (exp)
;; assumption: exp must be nat-type
(if (not (nat-type? (check-exp exp»)
(error "check non nat type in 'return' ." exp»)
(e1l;,e (error "check: not a jump :" jump»»)
· ,-----------------------------------------------------------------,




























































































II variable declarations evaluation
II type-env -> env






;; creates a value environment (binding names to locations in
;; store)
(letrec (loop (lambda (remaining-type-env var-env)
(if (null? remaining-type-env)
var-env














(update-table var new-1oc var-env»)
(begiJ1
(update-lltore! new-1oc new-val)
(loop (cdr remaining-type-env) new-var-env»»»)
(loop type-env type-env»»
;;-----------------------------------------------------------------
•• initial value evaluation
;; - create an initial store value for a given type ulling declaration







(array-type (lover upper type)
(letrec «convert (lambda (index table)
~ (if (> index upper)
table






(let* «vdecls (lookup-type-table name»
(rec-env (eval-vdecls vdecls»)
(make-rec-val rec-env»)
(else (error "eval : UllknOVD type :" type»»)
;;---~-----------------------------------------------------------
., parame'te:ts evaluation
- tag each argument as nat. then loop through parameters
and update (side-effect) the store so that each parameter




(letrec «loop (lambda (parame tagged-argll)
(if (not (null? parame»
(let «param (car params»
(tagged-azg (car tagged-args»)
(begin
(update-store! (lookup-env param) tagged-arg)
(loop (cdr params) (cdr tagged-args»»»})
(loop params (map make-nat-va1 arge)}»)
. ,-----------------------------------------------------------------..
;; blocks evaluation




;; given label, get-block vill return with the labelled block or error
(letrec «get-block (lambda (label tmp-blocks)
(if (null? tmp-b1ocks)












(get-block label (cdr tmp-blocks»»»)
(let. «block (get-block label blocks»





;; (each) block evaluation




(let «tmp (eval-assigns (block->assigns block»»
(eval-jump (block->jump block) blocks»»
· "-----------------------------------------------------------------
·.





(if (not (null? assigns»




















(letrec «loop (lambda (lenv env)










(array-val (map lower upper)




(let. «rec-lval (lookup-stors Ival»
(lenv (rec-val->env ree-lval»)
(loop lenv env»)














;; left erpression evaluation





(varref (var) (lookup-env var»
(deref (up)
(let. «val (eval-rerp exp»
(loe (loe-val->loe val»)
if (nil-val? loe)
(error "eval : deref of nil va.l in 'lexp' ." exp)
loe»)
(arrayref (vexp exp)
(let. «val (eval-rexp vexp»
(ind-val (eval-rexp exp»
(i d (nat-val->val ind-val»)
(if (and (>= ind (array-val->lower val»
«= ind (array-val->upper val»)
(lookup-table ind (array-val->map val»
- (error "eval : array index out of range ." ind»»
(reemem (exp var)
(let. «val (eval-rexp exp»
(ree-env (ree-val->env val»)
(lookup-table var ree-env»)
(else (error "eval : unkJlOIIn lerp :" lerp»»)
. ,-----------------------------------------------------------------,
;; right expression evaluation





(wit (datum) (make-nat-val datum»
(varre! (var) (lookup-store (lookup-env var»)
(app (op ups)
(let «vall (eval-rexp (car exps»)
(val2 (eval-rexp (eadr exps»»
(eval-op op vall va12»)
(deref (exp)
(let. «val (eval-rexp exp»
(loe (loe-val->loe val»)
(it (nil-val? loe)
(error "eval : deref ot nil val in 'rexp' ." exp)
(lookup-store loe»»
(new (type)
(let. {(new-loe (next-loe! 'next»
(new-val (eval-init-val type»




(let. «val (eval-rexp vexp»
(ind-val (eval-rexp exp»
(ind (nat-val->val ind-val»)
(if (and (>= ind (array-val->lower val»
«= ind (array-val->upper val»))
(let «amap (array-val->map val»)
(lookup-store (lookup-table ind amap»)













-(else (error "eval : unknown rexp :" rexp»»)
; ;-----------------------------------------------------------------
;; operation evaluation
;; op x val 1 val -) val
; ;-----------------------------------------------------------------
(detine eval-op
(lambda (op vall val2)
(make-nat-val
(case op
«+)7(+ (nat-val-)val vall) (nat-va!->val va12»)
«-) (- (nat-val->val vall) (nat-val->val va12»)
({.) (. (nat-val-)val vall) (nat-val->val va12»)
«/) (/ (nat-val-)val vall) (nat-val->val va12»)
«» (if (> (nat-val->val vall) (nat-val-)val va12» 1 0»
«gte) (if,(>& (nat-val->val vall) (nat-val-)val va12» 1 0»
«<) (if (~ (nat-val-)val vall) (nat-val-)val va12» 1 0»
«lte) (if «z (nat-val->val vali) (nat-val->val va12» i 0»
«=)
(letrec «loop (lambda (op envl env2)
(if (null? envl)
1




(loop op (cdr envl) (cdr env2»
0»»»
(cond
«and (nat-val? vall) (nat-val? va12»
(if (equal? (nat-val-)val vali) (nat-val->val val2» 0»
«and (loc-val? vall) (loc-val? va12»
(if (equal? (loc-val->loc vali) (loc-val-)loc va12» 0»
«and (array-val? vall) (array-val? va12»
(loop op (array-val-)map vali) (array-val->map va12»)
«and (rec-val? vall) (rec-val? va12»
(loop op (rec-val-)env vall) (rec-val-)env va12»»»
(else (error "eval : unknown op :" op»»»
• 0 ----------------------------------------------- _, .
;; jump evaluation







(let «val (eval-rexp exp»)
(make-halt (nat-val->val val»»
(if (exp then-label else-label)




·.;; check if expression is true
;; val -) It I If
(define true-val?
(lambda (val)
(not (equal? 0 (nat-val-)val val»»)















A.5 Module for tables manipulation
; ; :=.=::=:====--==--=======-======================================
•• int-table.scm
;; functions for manipulating tables and lists




;; global list type-head
;j===============:================:================================

















;; lookup var existence in global type-head






;; global table type-table
;;=================================:::======'====================





















(set! typ -table nev-table»)
; ;-----------------------------------------------------------------
;: lookup decls for ver in global type-table






;; lookup vax existence in global type-table










(set! type-table (update-table vax decls type-table»»
;;---==============================================:====:==========
;; global table type-env
;;=====~==========================================================




















·.;; lookup type for vax in global type-env















(set! type-env (update-table vax type type-env))))
j;=========:&:_-===============================;===================
;; global table environment
; :=========.-z========================_============.==============
;; create new empty global environment
; ;-----------------------------------------------------------------
(define v empty-table)
• 0 ----------------------------------------------- _
·.
;; reset env













, . l~ation function
.. - next get current location and update location
- re.set : reeet location to initial value (0)










(tmp (eet! loc (+ loc 1))))









;; lookup location for var in global environment
















(set! env (update-table vax loc env»»
; ;~==-=---========='=====-==-=:======='===============-=====
;; global ta e store
; ;=================================================================


















;; lookup valu~ for var in global store











(set! store (update-table loc val store»»
; ;============:==========================:================:========
;; table. scm





;; list manipulation with no side-effect
; ;======,==========================================================
;; check if variable exist in list







(if (equal? (car list) var)
It
(exist-list? var (cdr list»»»
;;=:==s====-==-====-=====:_========-======-==========:=========
;; table manipulation Yith no side-etfect
; ;======----==,='==:--=============:==================t=====::=
•• update t le variable vith nev value if variable exist or
;; nev cell for variable otherwise
;; vu x val x table -) table
· ._----------------------------------------------------------------..
(define update-table
(lambda var val table)
(it (nul? table)
(list (cons var val»
(if (eq? (caar table) var)
(cons (CODS var val) (cdr table»
(cons (car table) (update-table vax val (cdr table»))))
.,-----------------------------------------------------------------.
;; lookup variable's value in table






(error "lookup-table: variable not found ." var)
(if (equal? (caar table) var)
(cdar table)
(lookup-table vax (cdr table»»»
;;---~------------------------------------------------------------
;; check it variable exist in table






(if (equal? (caar table) var)
It
(exist-table? vax (cdr table»»»
;; add table vith list of variable and value
;; vars x vals x table -) table
· ,-----------------------------------------------------------------..
(define add-table
(lambda (vars vals table)
(if (null? vars)
table
(cons (cons (car vera) (car vals»




;; table -) list









;; table -> list






































::= (record <var> «decl>+) <bt-val> <bt-mod»
: := «var> : <btype»
::= (nat <bt-val> <bt-mod»
(access <btype> <bt-val> <bt-mod»
(array <nat> <nat> <btype> <bt-val> <bt-mod»
(record <var»
::= SiD
. '= E I R
::= «label> «assignment>*) <jwnp»
. '= «lexp> := <exp»
:;= <var>
I (deref <exp»
I (0 <exp> <exp»





(new <btype> <bt-val> <bt-mod»




(if <exp> <label> <label»
(return <exp»
.. = + I - I • I / I s I > I gte I < I lte I neq
::: 0 I 1 I 2 I , ..
::= any symbol
.,= any alphanwneric symbol not used as a command,































































(btvel btmod nams vdecls»
(btval btmod nams btype»
(btval btmod lexp exp»
(btval btmod datum»




(btval btmod vexp exp»
(btval btmod exp var»
(btval btmod label»










; ; sa=-=,Z .,==_C=========•••===========:::;===============S::Z::I:::IC==C=====


































;; unit to parse the source code for specializer




;; bt-val ope tiOD
; ;==--===-======:=--=======c======--=~==============================








;; operation for dynamic
• 0 ----------------------------------------------- _, .
(define dynamic?
(lambda (btval)

























;; converts the FCL-ann from lists to records vith annotation
;;=================================================================
;; program parsing




(let- (parsed-decls (bt-parse-decls (car prog»)
(parsed-params (cadr prog»




(display"•• PARSING COMPLETED ••")
(nevline)
(nevline)
(make-program parsed-decls parsed-params parsed-blocks»»)
; ;-----------------------------------------------------------------
;; declarations parsing





(let. «tdefs (car decls»
(vdecls (cadr decls»
(parsed-tdefs (map bt-parse-tdef tdefs»
(p sed-vdecls (map bt-parse-vdecl vdecls»)
(make-decls parsed-tdefs parsed-vdecls»»
; ; ------_._----:---'---------------- ----- -- -------------------- ------
;; type definition parsing





«record) (let. «(name (cadr tdef»
(vdecls (caddr tdef»
(btval (cadddr tdef»
(btmod (car (cddddr tdef»)







(else (error "bt-parse : bad type definition :" tde1»»)
· ,----- -----------------------------------------------------------.. /
;; variable declaration parsing
;; vdecl (list) -) vdecl (record)
(define bt-parse-vdecl
(lambda (vdecl)
(let. «name (car vdecl»
(btype (caddr vdecl»
(parsed-btype (bt-parse-type btype»)












«nat) (make-nat-btype (bt-parse-val (cadr btype»
(bt-parse-mod (caddr btype»»





«array) (make-array-btype (bt-parse-val (car (cddddr btype»)




«record) (make-rec-btype static eliminable (cadr btype»)
(else (error "bt-parse : bad type :" btype»»
(else (error "bt-parse : bad type :" btype»»)
;;-----------------------------------------------------------------
;; bt-val parsi~







(else (error "bt-parse : unknOVll bt-val :" btval»»)
.. _----------------------------------------------------------------,
;; bt-mod parsing
















(m e-block (car block)

























-(make-bt-nat static eliminable (cadr exp»)




























(else (error "bt-parse : not an expression :" exp»)
(if (number? exp)




















(make-bt-return static eliminable (bt-parse-exp (cadr jump»»
(else (error "bt-parse : not a jump :" jump)}»)
· "-----------------------------------------------------------------
·.
;; parse-prog alias (main)
· ._----------------------------------------------------------------..
(define bt-parse bt-parse-prog)
B.3 Binding-time type checker
; ;==============='=========;;::;==:;;;::==:==.===========-=======:=====
•• bt-check.scm
;; unit to bt-type check for specializer









;; get bt-val from btype






(accesB- type (btval) btval)
(array-btype (btval) btval)
(rec-btype (btval) btval)
(elBe (error "bt-check ; unknow btype ;" btype)))
· "-----------------------------------------------------------------
·.
;; get bt-mod from btype










(elBe (error "bt-check ; unknow btype ;" btype)))
·"-----------------------------------------------------------------
·.
;; set ast constructs bt-val and bt-mod with given arguments
· ._----------------------------------------------------------------..
(define set-bt!
(lambda (ast val mod)
( 'egin
(vector-set! ast 1 val)
(vector-set! ast 2 mod»»
· "-----------------------------------------------------------------
·.
;; lattice operations on bt




(lambda (btvall btmodl btval2 btmod2)
(or (and (static? btvall) (eliminable? btmodl)
(and (static? btvall) (residual? btmodl)
(or (and (static? btval2) (residual? btmod2)
(and (dynamic? btva12) (residual? btmod2»»
(and (dynamic? btvall) (residual? btmodl)
(and (dynamic? btval2) (residual? btmod2»»))
; ;=================================================================











(vector-set! arg 3 (make-get-val exp»







(vecto set! arg 3 (make-get-up up»
(set-bt! arg dynamic residual»»
::-:::::~-~:;~----i'.-----------------------------------------------






(vector-set! arg 4 (make-litt exp»)
(bt-arrayret (exp)
{vector-set! arg 4 (make-lift exp»)
(bt-return (exp)
(vector-set! arg 3 (make-litt exp»»»
• 0 ----------------------------------------------- _
·.
;; insert get-dyn










(vector-set! assign 3 {make-get-res (bt-aesign->lexp assign»»)
; ; ==:==::_======:=========-===&::==-===C========::-::;;:=====:'I:=========:;;;===
;; environment operation
;; all bt-val in environment are dynamic





(all-true? (map dynamic? {map get-bt-val (image-table table»»»
;; exist residual bt-mod in environment
















;; program bt-type checking


















(else (error "bt-check : not a program :" parsed-prog»»)
• 0 _
·.
;; declarations bt-type checking












type definition header scanning
;; tdefs x table -> table











(bt (cons btval btmod»
(new-table (update-table name bt table»)
(bt-check-head (cdr tdefs) nell-table»»)
· ,-----------------------------------------------------------------..
•• type definitions bt-type checking
;; tdets x table -> table







(let. «tdef (car tdeh»
(name (bt-tdef->nam8 tdef»)
(if (exist-table? name table)
(error "bt-check variable" name 'exist 'in 'type 'definition)
{let. «btval (bt-tdef->btval tdef»
(btmod (bt-tdef->btmod tdef»
(vdecls (bt-tdef->vdecls tdef»
(tdef-table (bt-check-vdecl vdecls empty-table»)
(begin
L (cond
(and (dynamic? btval) (residual? btmod»
;; all variables bt-type in vdecls are dynamic
(it (not (all-dynamic? tdet-table»
(error "bt-check : bad type definition :" tdef»)
«and (static? btval) (residual? btmod»
/ ;; exiet variables bt-type in vdecls is residual
(if (not (exist-residual? tdef-table»
(error "bt-check : bad type definition ." tdet»
)
«and (static? btval) (eliminable? btmod»
•• do nothing
'(»
(else (error "bt-check : bad btype" 'in tdef»)
(let «new-table (update-table name tdef-table table»)
(bt-check-tdef (cdr tdefs) new-table»»»»)
·"-----------------------------------------------------------------
·.
variable declarations bt-type checking
;; vdecls x table -> table
;; - build table recursively for btype-env
• 0 ----------------------------------------------- _
·.
(bt-check-type (bt-vdecl->btype vdecl»)













(set-bt! vdecl btval btmod)









•• btype bt-type checking
;; btype -) btype






(if (or (and (static? btval) (eliminable? btmod»
(and (dynamic? btval) (residual? btmod»)
type
(error "bt-check : btype is not well-formed :" type»)
(access-btype (btval btmod btype)
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-(let* «(btype-checked (bt-check-type btype»)
(it (bt-leq? btval btmod
(get-bt-val btype-checked) (get-bt-mod btype-cbecked»
(make-access-btype btval btmod btype-checked)
(error "bt-check : btype is not well-tormed .11 type»»
(array-btype (btval btmod lover upper btype)
(let* {(btype-checked (bt-check-type btype»)
(if (bt-leq? btval btmod
(get-bt-val btype-checked) (get-bt-mod btype-checked»
(make-array-btype btval btmod lower upper btype-checked)
(error "bt-check : btype is not well-tormed .11 type»»
(rec-btype (name)
(let* «bt (lookup-btype-head name»
.<{btval (car bt»
(btmod (cdr bt»
(tmp (set-bt! type btval btmod»)
(make-rec-btype btval btmod name»)
(else (error "bt-check : unknown btype :" type»»)
; ;----------~~-----------------------------------------------------




(if (not (null? params»




(error "bt-check : non nat-btype parameter : II param»»»
.. _----------------------------------------------------------------,





· 0. ----------------------------------------------- _
·.
























(let. «lexp-btype (bt-cheek-Iexp assign lexp»
(exp-btype (bt-cheek-rexp exp»




(set-btl assign btval btmod)
(if (nat-btype? btype)




(else (error "check : not an assignment :" auign»»)
,-----------------------------------------------------------------









«and (nat-btype? Ibtype) (nat-btype? btype»
(cond
«and (and (static? Ibtval) (eliminable? Ibtmod»
(and (Btatic? btval) (eliminable? btmod»)
(make-nat-btype static eliminable»
«and (dynamic? Ibtval) (residual? Ibtmod»
(make-nat-btype dynamic residual»
(else (error "bt-check : not well-formed assign expressions
lbtype btype»»
«or (and (access-btype? Ibtyps) (access-btype? btype»
(and (array-btype? Ibtype) (axray-btype? btype»
/' (and (ree-btype? Ibtype) (rec-btype? btype»)
(if (equal-btype? Ibtype btype)
Ibtyps
(error "bt-cheek : non equivalent btype in 'aBBign' :"
Itype type»)




;; left expression bt-type checking











«and (static? bt-val) (residual? bt-mod»
;; insert get-res for lexp
(insert-get-res! assign»
«and (dynamic? bt-val) (residual? bt-mod»




(let «exp-btype (bt-check-rexp exp»)
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(variant-case exp-btype
(access-btype (btval btmod btype)
(begin
;; sst bt-deref bt according to exp bt
(set-bt! lexp btval btmod)
(let. «bt-val (get-bt-val btype»
(bt-mod (get-bt-mod btype»)
(cond
«and (static? btval) (eliminable? btmod»
(cond
«and (static? bt-val) (residual? bt-mod»
:: insert get-res tor lexp
(insert-get-res! assign»
t «and (dynamic? bt-val) (residual? bt-mod»
:; insert get-dyn tor lexp
(insert-get-dyn! assign»»
«and (static? btval) (residual? btmod»
) (if (and (dynamic? bt-val) (residual? bt-mod»
;: insert get-exp tor bt-deref exp
(insert-get-exp! lexp exp»»)
btype»
(8'lse (error "bt-check : non pointer type in 'deref' "" exp»»)
(bt-arrayref (vexp exp)
(let «vexp-btype (bt-check-rexp vexp»
(exp-btype (bt-check-rexp exp»)
(variant-case vexp-btype
(array-btype (btval btmod btype)
(if (nat-btype? exp-btype)
(let «exp-btval (nat-btype->btval exp-btype»
(exp-btmod (nat-btype->btmod exp-btype»)
(begin
;; set bt-arrayref bt according to vexp bt
(set-bt! lexp btval btmod)
(let* «bt-val (get-bt-val btype»
(bt-mod (get-bt-mod btype»)
(cond
«and (static? btval) (eliminable? btmod»
__" (if (and (static? exp-btval)
(eliminable? exp-btmod»
(cond
«and (static? bt-val) (residual? bt-mod»
;; insert get-res for lexp
(insert-get-res! assign»
«and (dynamic? bt-val) (residual? bt-mod»
;; insert get-dyn for lexp
(insert-get-dyn! assign»)
(error "bt-check : non SE nat in 'arrayref' ""
exp» )
«and (static? btval) (residual? btmod»
(if (and (static? exp-btval)
(eliminable? exp-btmod»
(if (and (dynamic? bt-val) (residual? bt-mod»
;; insert get-ex.p for bt-arrayref vexp
(insert-get-exp' lexp vexp»
(error "bt-cbeck : non SE nat in 'arrayref' ""
exp»)
«and (dynamic? btval) (residual? btmod»
(if (and (static? exp-btval)
(eliminable? exp-btmod»
;; lift bt-arrayref exp
(insert-lift! lexp»»)
non nat-btype in 'arrayref' :" exp»)

















;; set bt-reemem bt according to exp bt
(set-bt! lexp btval btmod)
(let. «bt-val (get-bt-val btype»
(bt-mod (get-bt-mod btype»)
(cond
«and (static? btval) (eliminable? btmod»
(cond
«and (static? bt-val) (residual? bt-mod»
;; insert get-res tor lexp
(insert-get-res! assign»
«and (dynamic? bt-val) (residual? bt-mod»
;; insert get-dyn tor lexp
(insert-get-dyn! assign»»
«and (static? btval) (residual? btmod»
(eond
«and (static? bt-val) (eliminable? bt-mod»
;; insert get-val for bt-recmem exp
(insert-get-val! lexp exp»
«and (dynamic? bt-val) (residual? bt-mod»
;; insert get-exp for bt-recmem exp
(insert-get-exp! lexp exp»»»
btype» )
(else (error "bt-eheck non record-btype in 'recmem' ."
(error "bt-check : not a lexp :" lexp»»)
exp»»)
."-----------------------------------------------------------------, .
;; right expression bt-type checking
;; rexp -) btype




(bt-nat () (make-nat-btype static eliminable»
(varret (var) (lookup-btype-env vax»
(bt-app (btval btmod op exps)




(set-bt! rexp btval btmod)
btype»)
(bt-deret (exp)
(let «exp-btype (bt-check-rexp exp»)
(variant-case exp-btype
(access-btype (btval btmod btype)
(begin
;; Bet bt-deret bt according to exp bt
(set-bt! rexp btval btmod)
(let- «bt-val (get-bt-val btype»
(bt-mod (get-bt-mod btype»)
(it (and (Btatic? btval) (residual? btmod»
(if (and (dynamic? bt-val) (residual? bt-mod»
;; insert get-exp for bt-deret exp
(insert-get-exp! rexp exp»»
btype»
(elae (error "bt-check : non pointer type in J deret' ." exp»»)
(bt-nev (btval btmod btype)
(let «btype-checked (bt-cheek-type btype»)
(if (bt-leq? btval btmod
(get-bt-val btype-ehecked) (get-bt-mod btype-checked»
(make-aceeBs-btype btval btmod btype-checked)
(error "bt-check : btype is not veIl-formed in 'nev' :" btype»»






(error "bt-check : non SE nat in 'arrayref' . II
exp»)
«and (static? btval) (residual? btmod»
(if (and (static? exp-btval)
(eliminable? exp-btmod»
(if (and (dynamic? bt-val) (residual? bt-mod»
;; insert get-exp for bt-arrayref vexp
(insert-get-exp! rexp vexp»
(error "bt-check : non SE nat in 'arrayre!' ."
exp) ))
«and (dynamic? btval) (residual? btmod»
(it (and (static? exp-btval)
(eliminable? exp-btmod»




(let «btype-checked (bt-check-type btype»)
(if (bt-Ieq? btval btmod
(get-bt-val btype-checked) (get-bt-mod btype-checked»
(make-acceBB-btype btval btmod btype-checked)
(error "bt-check : btype is not well-formed in 'nil' : II btype»»
(bt-arrayref (vexp exp)
(let «vexp-btype (bt-check-rexp vexp»
(exp-btype (bt-check-rexp exp»)
(variant-caBe vexp-btype
(array-btype (btva! btmod btype)
(if (nat-btype? exp-btype)
(let «exp-btval (nat-btype->btval exp-btype»
(exp-btmod (nat-btype->btmod exp-btype»)
(begin
;; set bt-arrayref bt according to vexp bt
(set-bt! rexp btval btmod)






\ (error "bt-check non nat-btype in 'arrayret' : II exp»)
(else (error "bt-check non array-btype in 'arrayret' :" vexp»»)
(bt-recmem (exp var)
(let «exp-btype (bt-check-rexp exp»)
(variant-case exp-btype
(rec-btype (btval btmod name)
(let- «rec-env (lookup-btype-table (rec-btype->name exp-btype»)
(btype (lookup-table vax rec-env»)
(begin
;; set bt-recmem bt according to exp bt
(set-bt! rexp btval btmod)
(let- «bt-val (get-bt-val btype»
(bt-mod (get-bt-mod btype»)
(it (and (static? btval) (residual? btmod»
(cond
«and (static? bt-val) (eliminable? bt-mod»
;; insert get-val tor bt-recmem exp
(insert-get-val! rexp exp»
«and (dynamic? bt-val) (residual? bt-mod»
;; insert get-exp tor bt-recmem exp
(insert-get-exp! rexp exp»»)
btype»)
(else (error "bt-check non record-btype in 'recmem' ." exp»»)
(else (error "bt-check : not a rexp :" rexp»»)
.. _----------------------------------------------------------------0'
;; operation bt-type checking















«+ - • / > gte < Ite)
(if (and (nat-btype? btypel) (nat-btype? btype2»(rt (and (and (static? btvali) (eliminable? btmodl»




«and (static? btvali) (eliminable? btmodl»
;; lift exps firts argument
(set-car! exps (make-lift expi»)
«and (static? btva12) (eliminable? btmod2»
;; lift exps second argument
(set-car' (cdr exps) (mue-lift exp2»»
(make-nat-btype dynamic residual»)
(error "bt-check : nat-btype expected in 'op' :" op»)
«e neq)
(cond
«and (nat-btype? btypel) (nat-btype? btype2»
(if (and (and (static? btvall) (eliminable? btmodl»




«and (static? btvall) (eliminable? btmodl»
;; lift exps firts argument
(set-car' exps (make-lift expl»)
«and (static? btva12) (eliminable? btmod2»
:; lift exps second argument
(set-car! (cdr exps) (make-lift exp2»»
(make-nat-btype dynamic residual»»
«and (access-btype? btypel) (access-btype? btype2»
(if (equal-btype? (acc8Bs-btype->btype btypel)
(access-btype->btype btype2»
(cond
«and (and (static? btvall) (eliminable? btmodl»
(and (static? btva12) (eliminable? btmod2»)
(make-nat-btype static eliminable»
«and (equal? btvall btva12)
(and (residual? btmodl) (residual? btmod2»)
(make-nat-btype dynamic residual»
(else (error "bt-check : non equivalent btype in 'op' ."
op» )
(else (error "bt-check non equivalent btype in 'op' :" op»
) )
«and (array-btype? btypel) (array-btype? btype2»
(let «array-btypel (array-btype->btype btypel»
(array-btype2 (array-btype->btype btype2»)






«and (and (static? btvall) (eliminable? btmodl»
(and (static? btva12) (eliminable? btmod2»)
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--
(if (eliminable? (get-bt-val array-btypel)}
(make-nat-btype etatic eliminable)
(error "bt-check : non eliminable array btype"
array-btypel •in "op" ': op»)
«and (equal? btvall btva12)
(and (residual? btmodl) (res idual? btmod2»)
(make-nat-btype dynamic residual})
(else (error "bt-eheek : non eqUivalent btype in 'op' ."
op)})
(else (error "bt-cheek non eqUivalent btype in 'op' :"
op}»})
«and (ree-btype? btype1) (rec-btype? btype2»
(let «(ree-name1 (rec-btype->name btypeO)
....>' (rec-name2 (ree-btype->name btype2»)
(if (equal? ree-namel ree-name2)
(cond
«eliminable? btmodl)
(let «ree-env (lookup-btype-table rec-namel)})
(it (all-true? (map eliminable?
(map get-bt-mod (map edr rec-env)}»
(make-nat-btype static eliminable)
(error "bt-check : non eliminable record members"
rec-namel 'in "op" ': op»))
«residual? bmodl)
(make-nat-btype dynamic residual»
(else (error "bt-check : non equivalent btype in 'op' :"
op»)
(else (error "bt-check non equivalent btype in 'op' :"
op})}»
(else (error "bt-check non equivalent btype in 'op' ." op}}»
(else (error "bt-eheek : not an operator :" op)}»»
"-----------------------------------------------------------------,
; equivalence check for type in btype








(if (and (equal? btvall btva12)
(equal? btmodl btmod2»
" (cond
«and (nat-btype? btypel) (nat-btype? btype2» 't)
«and (access-btype? btypel) (access-btype? btype2)}
(equal-btype? (aecess-btype->btype btypel)
(aecess-btype->btype btype2)}}
((and (array-btype? btypeO (array-btype? btype2»






(and (rec-btype? btypel) (ree-btype? btype2»
{equal? (ree-btype->name btypel) (ree-btype->name btype2»)
(else .f»
.f»»







;; goto is alvays static and eliminable
(bt-goto (label) (»
(bt-it (exp then-label els.-label)
(let «exp-btype (bt-check-rexp exp»)
(it (nat-btype? exp-btype)
(let «btval (nat-btype->btval exp-btype»
(btmod (nat-btype->btmod exp-btype»)
(it (and (dynamic? btval) (residual? btmod»
;; set bt-it bt according to e,xp
(set-bt! jump btval btmod»)
(error "bt-check : non nat-btype in 'it' ." exp»))
(bt-return (exp)
(let «;ip-btype (bt-check-rexp exp»)
(if (nat-btype? exp-btype)
(let «btval (nat-btype->btval exp-btype»
(btmod (nat-btype->btmod exp-btype»)
(begin
;; set bt-retur.n bt to DR
(set-bt! jump dynamic residual)
(it (and (static? btval) (eliminable? btmod»
;; lift bt-return exp
(insert-lift! jump»»
(error "bt-check : non nat-btype in 'return' ." exp»»
(else (error "bt-check : not a jump :" jump)))
,-----------------------------------------------------------------























(tmp (set! lab (+ lab 1))
(string->symbol (string-append "lab-" (number->string lab-tmp))))
«reset)
(let «lab-tmp lab)





(sst! pending-list (cdr pending-list»»
;; global table pending-list
; :==:::=========--==='===='======---======================
;; pending-item record definition
j;-----------------------------------------------------------------
(define-record pending-item (old-label new-label saved-store»
; ;-----------------------------------------------------------------
;; create new empty global pending-list
j ;-----------------------------------------------------------------









;; insert new pending-item into (head) pending-list
.. _----------------------------------------------------------------
(define insert-pending-list!
(lambda (old-label nev-label store)
(let* (pending-item (make-pending-item old-label new-label store»)
(set! pending-list (cons pending-item pending-list»»)
.. _----------------------------------------------------------------










•• global table seenB4-list
; ; ==-=------=================='::,==-=====:2===-======--============:z=====
;; seenB4-item record definition
.. _----------------------------------------------------------------..
(define-record seenB4-item (old-label new-label saved-store»
· "-----------------------------------------------------------------














;; insert new seeDB4-item into (head) seeDB4-list
;;-----------------------------------------------------------------
(de1ine insert-aeeDB4-list!
(lambda (old-label new-label store)
(let. «seeDB4-item (mue-seeDB4-item old-label new-label store»)
(setl seenB4-list (cons seeDB4-item seeDB4-list»»)
;;-----------------------------------------------------------------
;; searh 10r seeDB4-item in seeDB4-list




(letrec «loop (lambda (list)
(i1 (null? list)
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(let. «item (car list»
(old-label (seeDB4-item-)old-label item»
(saved-store (seenB4-item-)saved-store item»)






;; global table residual tipe de1inition
;;====:=====================:2:=:==============================_===








! (set! residual-tdefs empty-table»)
"-----------------------------------------------------------------..
;; update residual-tde1s





(set! residual-tde1s (CODS tdef residual-tde1s»»)







;; global table residual variable declarations
; ;=========='=======,===.====-===============::=================:==



















(set! residual-vdecls (cons vdecl residual-vdecls»»)
· ,-----------------------------------------------------------------
·.







;; global table residual blocks
;j=====_X====================:================:====================


















(set! residual-blocks (cons block residual-blocks»»)
,"-----------------------------------------------------------------
·.







;; global table residual assignments
;;=================================================================


















(set! residual-assigns (cons assign residual-assigns)))))
.. _----------------------------------------------------------------












































































(init-env (spec-vdecls vdecls empty-table»
(tmp (set-env! init-env»
(res-params (spec-params params args»
(tmp (insert-pending-list! init-label (next-label! 'next) store»
(tmp (spec-blocks blocks»
(tmp (newline»














(if (not (null? tdefs»







(letrec «loop (lambda (vdecls table)
(if (null? vdecls)
(reverse table)






(loop (cdr vdecls) new-table»»»
(loop vdecls empty-table»»










(lambda (var btype res-vdecls)
(let «btmod (get-bt-mod btype»)
(if (residual? btmod)
(let. «type (spec-type btype»
(vdecl (make-vdecl var type»










(let. «(vdecl (car vdecls»
(type (bt-vdecl->btype vdecl»
(res-vdecl (spec-cdecl (next-loc! 'get) type residual-vdecls»
(tmp (set! residual-vdecls res-vdecl»
(new-var-env (spec-vdecl vdecl var-env»)
(spec-vdecls (cdr vdecls) new-var-env»»)
· ,-----------------------------------------------------------------.,









(new-vax-env (update-table var new-loc var-env»)
(begin
(cond
«and (static? btval) (eliminable? btmod»
(let «new-val (spec-init-val type»)
(update-store! new-loc new-val»)
«and (dynamic? btval) (residual? btmod»
(update-store! new-loc (make-varref new-loc»)
((and (static? btval) (residual? btmod»
(let «new-val (spec-init-val type»)














(array-btype (btval btmod lover upper btype)
(if (static? btval)
(let. «bt-val (get-bt-val btype»
(bt-mod (get-bt-mod btype»
(amap (letrec «loop (lambda (index amap)
(if (> ind.ex upper)
155
amap







(make-array-val amap lower upper»»
(rec-btype (btval btmod name)
(if (static? btval)
(let. «decls (lookup-btype-table name»






























(let «nell-renv (spec-vdecl vdecl
renv» )
(loop (cdr decls) new-renv»»»»
(loop decls empty-table»»
(make-rec-val renv»»














(array-btype (btmod lower upper btype)
(if (residual? btmod)

















(letrec «loop (lambda (params tagged-args)
(if (null? params)
()
(let. «param (car perams»
(btype (lookup-btype-env param»
(btval (get-bt-val btype»
l (btmod (get-bt-mod btype»)




(loop (cdr params) (cdr tagged-args»)
(let «var (lookup-store (lookup-env param»»
(cons (varref->var var)
(loop (cdr params) tagged-ergs»»»»)





(letrec «loop (lambda ()
(if (not (null? pending-list»






















(error "spec: unknovn label :" label)
(if (equal? label (block->label (car blocks»)
(car blocks)
(get-block label (cdr blocks»»»
.. _----------------------------------------------------------------..









(let. «tmp (spec-assigns (block->assigns block)}}





(spec-block (get-block jump-label blocks) blocks»
(it (exp then-label else-label)
(let. «seen-then (exist-seenB4-item? then-label store»
(seen-else (exist-seenB4-item? else-label store})
(ney-then (it seen-then
seen-then





























(bt-assign (btval btmod lexp exp)
(let. «val (spec-rexp exp»
(lval (spec-lexp lexp»)
(cond
«and (static? btval) (eliminable? btmod»
(spec-update Ival val»
«and (dynamic? btval) (residual? btmod»
(insert-rBllidual-snigns! (make-assign Ival val»)
«and (static? btval) (residual? btmod})
(begin
(insert-residual-assigns! (make-assign (car Ival) (car val}»
(spec-update (cdr Ival) (cdr val»»}}}»)
.. _----------------------------------------------------------------..




(l.tree «loop (lambda (lenv env)
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...




(loop (cdr lenv) (cdr env»»»
(loop-res (lambda (lenv env)
(if (not (null? env»
(let «val (if (pair? (lookup-store (edar env»)
(cdr (lookup-store (edar env»)
(lookup-store (edar env»»)
(begin
(if (not (varref? val»
(spec-update (edar lenv) val»




(let «Iva! (lookup-store lac»)
(begin
(inaert-residua!-aBsigns! (make-assign (car IvaI) (car val»)
(update-store! lac (cons (car IvaI) (cdr val»)
»)
(array-val (map lover upper)
(let. «IvaI (lookup-store lac»
(!map (array-val->map (cdr IvaI»)
(tmp (insert-residual-assigns!
(make-assign (car IvaI) (car val»»)
(loop-res !map map»)
(rec-val (snv)
(let. «IvaI (lookup-store loe»
(lenv (ree-val->env (cdr IvaI»)
(tmp (insert-residual-assigns!








(let «IvaI (lookup-store loc»)
(if (pair? IvaI)
(update-store! loc (cons (car lval) val»
(update-store! loc val»»
(array-val (map lover upper)
(let «IvaI (lookup-store lac»
Cif (pair? Iva!)
(let «lmap (array-val->map (cdr IvaI»»
(loop-res !map map»
(let «!map (array-val->map IvaI)}}
(loop !map map»»»
(rec-val (env)
(let «IvaI (lookup-store loc}»
(if (pair? IvaI)
(let «lenv (rec-val->env (cdr IvaI})}}
(loop-res lenv env»
(let «lenv (rec-val->env IvaI})}
(loop lenv env)}»)
(else (error "spec: unknOliIl val in 'assign update' :" val»}}}})
· ._----------------------------------------------------------------
·,







(varref (var) (lookup-env var»
(get-dyn (up)
(let (loc (spec-lerp up»)
(lookup-store loc»)
(get-res (up)
(let. «loc (spec-lexp erp»
(val (lookup-store loc»)
(cons (car val) loc»)
(bt-deref (btval btmod erp)
(let (val (spec-rexp exp»)
(cond
«and (static? btval) (eliminable? btmod»
(let «(loc (loc-val->loc val»)
(it (nil-val? loc)
•~ (error "spec : deref of nil val in 'lexp' ." exp)
loc) ))
«and (dynamic? btval) (residual? btmod»
(make-deref val»
(and (static? btval) (residual? btmod»
(let «loc (loc-val-)loc (cdr val»»
(if (nil-val? loc)
(error "spec: deref of nil val in 'lexp' :" exp)
(cons (make-deref (car val» loc»»»)
(bt-arrayret (btval btmod vexp exp)
(let (val (spec-rexp vexp»
(ind-val (spec-rexp exp»)
(cond
«and (static? btval) (eliminable? btmod»
(let «(ind (nat-val->val ind-val»)
(it (and (>= ind (array-val->lower val»
«= ind (array-val->upper val»)
(lookup-table ind (array-val-)map val»
(error "spec: array index out ot range ." ind»»
((and (dynamic? btval) (residual? btmod»
(make-arrayret val ind-val»
((and (static? btval) (residual? btmod»
(let (ind (nat-val->val ind-val»)
(if (and (>= ind (array-val->lower val»
«z ind (axray-val->upper val»)
(cons (make-axrayret (car val) ind)
(lookup-table ind (array-val->map (cdr val»»
(error "spec : array index out of range :" ind)))))))
(bt-recmem (btval btmod exp var)
(let (val (spec-rexp exp»)
(cond
((and (static? btval) (eliminable? btmod»
(lookup-table vax (rec-val->env val»)
((and (dynamic? btval) (residual? btmod»
(make-recmam val var»
«and (static? btval) (residual? btmod»
(cons (make-recmem (car val) vax)
(lookup-table vax (rec-val-)env (cdr val»»»»







(bt-nat (datum) (make-nat-val datum»
(lift (exp)
(let «(val (spec-rerp exp»)
(make-nat (nat-val->val val»»
(get-val (exp)













«and (static? bt-val) (eliminable? bt-mod»
(let «val (spec-init-val btype»)
(update-store! loc val»)
«and (dynamic? bt-val) (residual? bt-mod»
(let. «res-vdecl (spec-cdecl loc btype residusl-vdecls»
(tmp (set! residual-vdecls res-vdecl»)
(update-store! loc (make-varref loc»»
«and (static? bt-val) (residual? bt-mod»
(let. «res-vdecl (spec-cdecl loc btype residual-vdecls»
(tmp (set! residual-vdecls res-vdecl»
(val (spec-init-val btype»)
(update-store! loc (cons (make-varret loc) val»»)
(make-loc-val loc»»
«and (dynamic? btval) (residual? btmod»
(let «type (spec-type btype»)
(make-neY type»)
«and (static? btval) (residual? btmod»






«and (dynamic? bt-val) (residual? bt-mod»
(update-store! loc (make-varret loc»)
«and (static? bt-val) (residual? bt-mod»
(let «val (spec-init-val btype»)
(update-store! loc (cons (make-varref loc) val»»)
(cons (make-neY type) (make-loc-val loc»»»)








(let «val (spec-rexp exp»)
(car val»)
(varret (var) (lookup-store (lookup-env var»)
(bt-app (btval btmod op exps)
(let «vaH (spec-rexp (car exps»)
(va12 (spec-rexp (cadr exps»»
(cond
«and (static? btval) (eliminable? btmod»
(spec-op op vall va12»
«and (dynamic? btval) (residual? btmod»
(make-app op (list vaH va12»»»
(bt-deref (btval btmod exp)
(let «v (spec-rexp exp»)
(cond
«and (static? btval) (eliminable? btmod»
(let «loc (loc-val->loc val»)
(it (nil-val? loc)
(error "spec : deref of nil val in 'rexp' . n exp)
(lookup-store loc»»
«and (dynamic? btval) (residual? btmod»
(make-deref val»
«and (static? btval) (residual? btmod»
(let «loc (loc-val->loc (cdr val»»
(if (nil-val? loc)
(error "spe'c : deref of nil val in •rexp' :" exp)




«and (s~atic? btval) (eliminable? btmod»
(init-loc) )
«and (dynamic? btval) (residual? btmod»
(let «type (spec-type btype»)
(make-nil type»)
«and (static? btval) (residual? btmod»
(let «type (spec-type btype»)
(cons (make-nil type) (init-loc»»»
(bt-arrayref (btval btmod vexp exp)
(let «val (spec-rexp vexp»
(ind-val (spec-rexp exp»)
(cond
«and (static? btval) (eliminable? btmod»
(let I (ind (nat-val->val ind-val»)
(if (and (>= ind (array-val->lower val»
«= ind (array-val->upper val»)
(let «map (array-val->map val»)
(lookup-store (lookup-table ind map»)
(error "spec: array index out of range ." ind»»
«and (dynamic? btval) (residual? btmod»
(make-arrayref val ind-val»
«and (static? btval) (residual? btmod»
(let «ind (nat-val->val ind-val»)
(if (and (>= ind (array-val->lover val»
«= ind (array-val->upper val»)
(let «map (array-val->map (cdr val»»
(cons (make-arrayref (car val) ind)
(lookup-table ind map»)
(error "spec: array index out of range .H ind»»»)
(bt-recmem (btval btmod exp var)
(let «val (spec-rexp exp»)
(cond
«and (static? btval) (eliminable? btmod»
(lookup-store (lookup-table vax (rec-val->env val»»
«and (dynamic? btval) (residual? btmod»
(make-recmem val vax»
«and (static? btval) (residual? btmod»
(let. «rec-val (lookup-store
(lookup-table var (rec-val->env (cdr val»»»
(cona (make-recmem (car val) var) (cdr ree-val»»»)




(lambda (op vall va12)
(make-nat-val
(case op
«+) (+ (nat-val->val vall) (nat-val->val vaI2»)
«-) (- (nat-val->val vall) (nat-val->val va12»)
«.) (. (nat-val->val vall) (nat-val->val va12»)
«/) (/ (nat-val->val vall) (nat-val->val va12»)
«» (if (> (nat-val->val vall) (nat-val->val va12» 1 0»
«gte) (if (>= (nat-val->val vall) (nat-val->val va12» 1 0»
«<) (if « (nat-val->val vall) (nat-val->val va12» 1 0»
«lte) (if «= (nat-val->val vall) (nat-val->val va12» 1 0»
«=)
(letree «loop (lambda (op envl env2)
(if (null? envl)
1









«and (nat-val? vall) (nat-val? val2»
(if (equal? (nat-val->val vall) (nat-val->val val2» 1 0»
«and (loc-val? vall) (loc-val? val2»
(if (equal? (loc-val->loc vall) (loc-val->loc val2» 1 0»
«and (array-val? vall) (array-val? val2»
(loop op (array-val->map vall) (array-val->map va12»)
«and (rec-val? vall) (rec-val? va12»
(loop op (rec-val->env vall) (rec-val->env va12»»»







{bt-goto (btval btmod label)
(cons label (make-goto label»)
(bt-if (btval btmod exp then-label else-label)
(cond
«and (static? btval) (eliminable? btmod»
(if (true-val? (apec-rexp exp»
(cona then-label (make-goto then-label»
(cona elae-label (make-goto elae-label»»
«and (dynamic? btval) (reaidual? btmod»
(let. «exp-code (apec-rexp exp»)
(cons (cona then-label else-label)
(make-if exp-code then-label else-label»»»
(bt-return (btval btmod exp)
(cons (make-halt) (make-return (spec-rexp exp»»
(else (error "apec : not a jump :" jump»»)
· ._----------------------------------------------------------------
·.
;; check if expr_ssion ia true




(not (equal? 0 (nat-val->val val»»)
.. _----------------------------------------------------------------
·.

















" converts the flow-chart language from records to lists
,. wi tl10ut annotation
; ;==--===--========================='==========='==
;; program unpaning






(list (bt-unparse-decls (program->decls prog»
(program->params prog)
(map bt-unparse-block (program->blocks prog»)










(list (map bt-unparse-tdef (decls->tdets decls»
(map bt-unparse-vdeci (decls->vdecls dacls»)
(error "bt-unparse : not a parsed declaratioDs :" decls»»
· ._----------------------------------------------------------------,
;; type definition unparsing






(let «name (tdef->name tdef»
(vdecls (map bt-unparse-vdecl (tdef->vdecls tdet»»
(list 'record name vdecls»
(error "bt-unparse : not a parsed type definition :" tdef»»
// ; ;-----------------------------------------------------------------
;; variable declaration unparsing





(let «name (vdecl->name vdecl»
(type (bt-unparse-type (vdecl->type vdecl»»
(list name ': type»
(error "bt-unparse : not a parsed variable declaration :" vdecl))
;; type unparsing






(access-type (type) (list 'access (bt-unparse-type type»)
(array-type (lover upper type)
(list 'array lower upper (bt-unparse-type type»)
(ree-type (name) (list 'record name»
164
..
(else (error "bt-Ullparse : not a parsed type :" btype»»)
;;-----------------------------------------------------------------
;; block UIlparsing





(let «label (block->label block»
(assigns (block->assigns block»
(jump (block->jump block»)
(list l~bel (map bt-Ullparse-assign assigns) (bt-Ullparse-jump jump»)
(error "lit-Ullparse : not a parsed block :" block»»
.. _----------------------------------------------------------------,
;; assignment UIlparsing






(list (bt-Ullparse-exp lexp) ':= (bt-Ullparse-exp exp»)
(else (error "bt-Ullparse : not a parsed assignment :" aSlign»»))
· ,-----------------------------------------------------------------
";; expression UIlparsing








(app (op exps) (cons op (map bt-unparse-exp exps»)
(deref (exp) (list 'deref (bt-unparse-exp exp»)
(new (type) (list 'new (bt-unparse-type type»)
(nil (type) (list 'nil (bt-unparse-type type»)
(arrayref (vexp exp)
(list ,[] (bt-unpaxse-exp vexp) (bt-Ullpaxse-exp exp»)
(recmem (exp var)
(list 'recmem (bt-unparse-exp exp) var»
(else (error "bt-unparse : Dot a parsed expression :" exp»»)
· ,-----------------------------------------------------------------,
;; jump unparsing





(goto (label) (list 'goto label»
(if (exp then-label else-label)
(list 'if (bt-unparse-exp exp) then-label else-label»
(return (exp) (list 'return (bt-unparse-exp exp»)
(else (error "bt-unparse : not a paxsed jump :" jump»»)
· "-----------------------------------------------------------------, .





B.6 Module for tables manipulation
•• bt-table .scm
;; functions for manipulating tables




;; global table btype-head
;;===================~=====~:==============:=======================

















;; lookup bt for vax in global btype-bead






;; global table btype-table
;;===========================================================



















;; lookup decls for var in global btype-table





, , ---------------------------------------------------------_._---- ---
·.
;; lookup var existence in global btype-table




(exist 'able? var btype-table»)
· ,-----------------------------------------------------------------.,





(set! btype-table (update-table var decls btype-table»»
;;====================================~==============--==========
;; global table btype-env
; :=======-=============================================-======


















;; lookup btype for var in global btype-env










(set! btype-env (update-table var btype btype-env»»
;;=====:=====z====:===============================c~============
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;; global table environment
; ;===za;:=z--,z-=_=z:=:=:====-====================a============_::r:
















.. - get get current location
.. - next get current location and update location
., - reset reset location to initial value (0)
"























;; lookup location fo var in global environment














(let! env (update-table var loc env»»
;: ;.a=z:::=:==.~'-=':z::a~.===_==_==-='X:_=-====.==-=--==_=_z:.=:w::-_=====
;; global table Itore
; ;=:a=:=:::Z===='===:=:==~= ==,:Z:=======================JI:I==.&'=
















;; lookup value tor vax in global store











(set! store (update-table loc val store»)))
;;==========.='C:I2=======-==================:::Il::I:as=========================
;; table. scm





;; list manipulation with no side-effect
;;===================~==============================%~============
;; check if variable exist in list






(if (equal? (car list) var)
It
(exist-list? vax (cdr list»)))))
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;; table manipulation with no aide-effect
;;%:======:=======================~===.==========================:=
•• update table variable with new value if variable exist or
;; new cell for variable otherwise
i; var x val x table -) table
· ,-----------------------------------------------------------------, .
(define update-table
(lambda (var val table)
(if (null? table)
(list (cons var val»
(if (eq? (caar table) var)
(cons (cons var val) (cdr table»
(cons (car table) (update-table var val (cdr table»»»)
· ,-----------------------------------------------------------------,
;; lookup variable's value in table





(error "lookup-table: variable not found ." var)
(if (equal? (caar table) var)
(cdar table)
(lookup-table vax (cdr table»»»
·"-----------------------------------------------------------------·.
;; check if variable exist in table






(if (equal? (caar table) var)
't(exist-table? var (cdr table»»»
· ._----------------------------------------------------------------
,.
;; add table with list of variable and value
;; vars x vals x table -> table
(define add-table
(lambda (vare vals table)
(if (null? vars)
table
(cons (cons (car vars) (car vala»
(add-table (cdr vars) (cdr vals) table»»)
·"-----------------------------------------------------------------·. domain table
;; table -) list






;; table -) list
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-










;; - test to see that every value in a list is true




(foldr 1 ,t (lambda (argl arg2) (and argl arg2»»)
• 0 ----------------------------------------------- _
·.
;; help in function all-true
• 0 ----------------------------------------------- _
·.
(define foldr
(lambda (list base fun)
(if (null? list)
base
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